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Five Bodies Recovered At
Scene Of Blast In Iowa
Braurnan said, was Dorfni Blue,
EAGLE GROVE, Iowa
42, Eagle Grove truck driver
ed
search
cuers
1--Res
3
(A1
son of former Iowa Gov.
through tons of debris today for and
Blue.
Robert
more victimS of an apparent
es of the dead imEstimat
ripped
which
on
explosi
gas
after the blast
ely
mediat
in
aat
through a popular restaar
this small TittratOwn during a ranged up to 24.
A fire apparentls fed by
Friday night "fish fry."
gas which authorities
natural
By daybreak, five bodies had said the. were unable to shut off
been recovered from the immediately raged through the
wreckage of the Chatterbox wreckage and prevented any
Cafe and two adjoining stores. efforts to search the debris for
which also were demolished in hours after the explosion
the blast and fire.
Two large cranes were
Mayor Kenneth Braurnan and brought in from Fort Dodge,
agents of the Iowa Bureau of about 20 flutes away, to help
Criminal Investigation said a with the search.
total of 13 persons were believed
At the balst, the floor of the
to have been in the area when restaurant plunged into the
the blast occurred at the height basement and the walls tumof the dinner hour Authorities bled in.
said the explosion apparently
The adjoining hardware store
was triggered by a natural gas and sr jewelry store also were
leak
demolished
There were apartments on the
Authorities said Woodrow
second floor of one of the I /AIX, 58. an Eagle Grove
buildings, but authorities said it standbs fireman suffered a
could not be determined at once fatal heart attack as he reached
if the were occupied at the the scene on one of the first fire
time of the blast All three trucks
buildings were made of brick
The blast knocked windows
Three of the five bodies, not out of business establishments
immediately identified, were as much as a block and a half
found still sitting in a booth in from the scene and heavily
the cafe
damaged buildings just across
missing, the street
Among the

Cold-Blooded Arsonist
Sets Off Fire In Miami
Cafeteria; 100 Injured
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Local Students
Named to Honor
By Woman's Club
Joe Resig and Stacy Adams
have been selected to receive
the Distinguished Youth Award,
given monthly by the Home
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Resig is a senior at Murray
High School, and Miss Adams is
a sernior at Calloway; County
High.
Three factors are considered
in choosing - the honorees, a
spokesman for the Club said;
character, scholarship, and
service A plaque with the
students' names engraved in
bronzeas now on display at Dale
and Stubblefield Drugs.

on narrow ledge of an office
CAN DO-In Honolulu, Hawaii, 14-year-old girl perches
WHAT A POOR GRADE IN E!NGLLSH
her mother came to the
After
school.
in
English
in
-all because of a poor grade
building and for three hours threatens to jump
i Al' W irephoto
spot.
scene, she was persuaded to leave dangerous

Significant Breakthroughs
Reported Today In Vietnam

Vol. LXXXXIV No. 29

Miss Adams, daughter of Mr
and Mrs Cody Adams Route
One, Farmington, was selected
as November's' Citizen of the
Month from Calloway
With an overall academic
average of 97.61, Miss Adams is
ranked first in her graduating
clam of 144 students She is a
member of the honorary
scholastic organization, the
Club
Beta

Miss Adams, a majorette for
thelaker Band,is also active in
speeit and dramatics. Her
performances in interpretation
of poetry has won five first
place awards at tournaments
this year. She is secretary of the
speech club and has had roles in
both the junior and senior class
plays. Miss Adams also belongs
to the Pep Club and Future
•
Teachers of America.
Other hobbies of Miss Adams
include ballet and tip dancing,
acrobatics, modern dance,
reading, and playing the organ.
She is interested in a career in
medicine, and plans to begin
her studies at Murray State this
fall
Resig has participated in
basketball for four years at
Murray, football for one year.
baseball for three years, and
track for three years.
He is also president of the
Murray High Hi-Y Club, and
was a member of the Kentucky
Youth Assembly, 1972-73, and is
a member of the Teens Who
Care

Dorothy Phillips
Files for County,Honor_Rolls For Calloway
Cowt Clerk Here County High Are Released

Nign an agreement on the
Monday to investigate alleged
field
jil§AiGON
lkirothy Phillips 1307 Overa
internal matters of South
nearly
breakthroughs were reported cease-fire violations,
has hied for the office of
bey,
and
The honor rolls for the second Crabtree, Karen Crick, Jesse
e
possibl
as
schedule Vietnam as soon
May 29 nine weeks and semester at Darnell, Fred Duncan, Janie
the
in
clerk
today in carrying out the week behind" the
court
county
ish
agreement. do their utmost to accompl
Erwin, Lynn
and tried to get out of there any military and political provisions designated in the
Democratic Primary here.
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. ( API-Calloway County High School Duncan, Krista
Vietnamese this within 90 days after the
South
a
Paris,
In
ire
m
cease-f
Vietna
the
of
could.
Mrs Phillips is now employed have been released by Principal Erwin, Tim Erwin, Quentin
Police say a "cold-blooded" way they
effect."
into
peace' cease-fire comes'
Melinda
He must have been cold- agreement, including plans for spokesman for the Saigon
arsorust touched off a flash fire
began as the bookkeeper for the Howard R. Crittenden Students Fannin, Paula Foy,
Futrell,
delegation said talks would The cease-fire officially
Danny
ing
son.
Publish
Fulker
prisoner exchanges
Times
and
are
Ledger
B's
or
and
As
In a crowded cafeteria that left blooded as hell."
all
making
Vie( at 8 a in. Saigon time last
Kimberly Gray. Julie GreenThe International Com - begin very shortly with the
Ben Schwartz, a retired
Company.
more than a hundred persons
eligible for the honor roll
solution
l
Sunday
a
politica
on
Cong
said
and
Laurel Guy, Lamar
t,
l
y
residen
Contro
Doroth
of
field,
mission
former
Miami Beach
The
injured.
Calloway County
In a third major development,
The agreement signed in
Harrell, Janet Hart, Vera
to Edd
is
married
she
b,
Macom
Many of the injured were that, the instant he saw the man Supervision announced that as
Nine Weeks
week ago says: "The U S. spokesmen disclosed that Phillips, who is employed by the
Herndon, Amanda Holk, Warbruised or cut as the some 250 throw the match, there was seven regional teams would be Paris a
South Vietnamese,
: Stacy Adams. Carol ren Hopkins, Suzette Hughes,
n,.
Seniors
parties
America
mese
Vietna
South
went
two
onal
We
s.
operati
,
ty,
and
Authori
complete darknes
patrons, most of them elderly
_
mai -Vast Tennessee VaBei
Bailey. David Bonner, Sherry Nancy, Jones, Patricia Jones,
North-. Aire
The Phillips' have one son,
rushed to escape the flames out the front door in a stams of the submember
Buoy, Delores Burton, Sarah
Cong
Latimer,
Larry, who is 18 and a senior at Calhoun, Patty Campbell, Cathy Lamb, Renita
Friday night. Others suffered pede."
an captured persons
tee
r
commit
Jennife
rt.
Lockha
''
Regina
Joseph
diner,
r
said.
Anothe
Murray High
burns or shock, authorities
Cossey, Annita Duncan, Lovett, Doug McCann, Edna
of the foursarty joint military
em- Danny.
been
has
Phillips
Mrs.
Checks at four Miami area., Greenberg, said the UMW- _
•
Marsha Frnstberger, Fate
corrinaisSior that' to ptarr Inc
Cindy Milly, Zandra
ployed at the Ledger and Times Erwin, Becky Gore, Suzy Hall, McNeese,
hospitals indicated an injury list "a ent right to the ceiluig I was
exchanges The subr
Murdock, Pam
prisone
June
Morris.
the
of
before
back
the
those
years.
of
to
forced
of at least 125, with 10
not for the past nine
Humphreys, James Oglesby, Marion Outland,
was
Vicki
talks
the
of
stance
sufcafeteria, and the smoke
which she was in the auditing Jarrett, Debra Jones, Kathey
listed in serious condition.
It is regrettable that due to disclosed
Overcast, Dot Pierce,
By Norinne Winter
ttockey focated me. It was chaos, a
Chief
,t.partriient at the Sears- Kelly. Rosemary Lamb, Vicki Brenda
Police
not
could
develop
we
ons
eping
limitati
staging
, Karen Saylors,
of
peaceke
Redden
Ballet
The
l
Nationa
Randy
The
She
on
today
Lexingt
in
nightmare."
Pomerance said early
Pat Lamb, Debbie Miller, Janet Richard Scott, David Smith,
lla in Murray. But ments overshadowed the Roebuck store
see
Cindere
to
back
came
gton
Washin
ed as an ac- Newberry, Donna Poulson,
•'we have a logical suspect now
Greenberg and some 20 other Murray Thursday evening, we were treated to two of Mr. fighting as thousands of Viet- ads also employ
Debbie Smith, Meleia Spann.
countant at the First Christian Sandra Raspberry, Vicky
being questioned" but no persons fled to the back of the
ok
Tet
s-Bart
the
ballet
ted
son's
celebra
Steven
Stockdale, Jennifer
a
large
of
Juana
namese
delight
the
to
much
as
ton,
Lexing
charges had been filed.
Raspberry, Eddie Roberts, Tabors, Melinda Taylor, Randy
restaurant and huddled in a and appreciative audience in Concerto and Three Preludes. It lunar new year President Church in
secretary to the minister of Bobby Rowland, Theresea
Police said the arsonist corner away from the wall of
Williams, Pamela Wilson
State Auditorium The is easy to see why Three Nguyen Van Thieu called it '*the administration.
walked into the Concord the flame. Others smashed a Murray
Rudolph, David Suns, Carolyn
inoff.s
15
Rachman
after
with
year
s,
Sophomores: Kandy Arnew
l
Prelude
the
peacefu
first
under
was
mance
perfor
of
te
p.m.
10
gradua
Mrs. Phillips is a
cafeteria shortly before
Smith, Thomas Smith, Sabrina baugh, Karen Burkeen. Pats?
pLateglass window to escape. _auspices of Murray Civic Music.. Preludes played by plan-eat- years of war"
New Concord High School, Tucker, Connie Underhill, Burkeen, Vicky Butterworth,
CST carrying a container
,Miami Beach Fire Chief
The Saigon military comtionand Murray State Bruce Steeg, was the first prize
where she graduated in 3'7 Daniel Weatherbee, Barbara
-which has been described as Lawrence Kenney said several Associa
modern
tights.
for
Janet Byerly, Norda (assay,
major
no
d
mand reporte
ity, as was their winner
years She is the daughter of Willford, Paula Wilson, Joyce
everything from a bucket to a dozen other persons were Univers
InAnita Chaney, Ronda Clark,
previous appearance in Murray choreography at the
of
b
Mr and Mrs Dee Halcom
jar.
Winchester.
trapped inside the restaurant some seven years ago. But what ternational Ballet competition
Valerie Crabtree, Craig Dowdy.
Murray lloute Five.
"He emptied the contents of because of a turnstile entrance
Juniors: Phyllis Adams, Sandra Farris, Larry Gelb,
a difference those years have at Varna, Bulgaria in 1972.
Mrs. Phillips attended Robert Allen, Tim Belcher, Robert Hargrove, James Mack
the container on the floor of the at the front of the food line.
made'
The
imaginativ'e
Murray State University and Debra Bonner, Yolanda Brown, Harris, Cynthia Hart, Cheryl
cafeteria near the front, looked
An employee at another
Frederic Franklin is still choreography beautifully
a
la
room,
d
Burkeen, Rebecca Jackson, Patsy Kirk, Dale
under the International
crowde
the
studied
Loretta
around
ant a block away, Bernie artistic director and his im- executed by Jane Miller and
ntants Society Burkeen, Danny Chadwick, Mathis, Christine McCuiston,
Accou
match and ignited the sub- restaur
Collado, said he heard two pressive background with Dennis Poole, was done on an
Kenneth Cleaver, Richard Dawn McCuiston, Denise
correspondence courses.
stance, then immediately fled
explosions He said he rushed Ballet Busse and the Royal almost bare stage with very
the
attend
police
s'
a
Phillip
Cindy Compton, Earlene
g."
Cluck,
The
buildin
the
!continued on Page Teal
into the street and "scores of old Ballet has been used to mold low-key costumes. In both
AP 1-Sen. ('berry Corner Baptist Church. Cooper. Joby Cooper, Beth
WASHINGTON
spokesman said.
the
on
were lying
people
In
y
Three
are
compan
s
young
fine
and
this
o
surgeon
Concert
Bartok
'
for
was
Stennis
John C.
The only other candidate
"Once the substance
sidewalks and in the road 1971, Ben Stevenson, the Preludes, the dancing and the reported to be concerned about county court clerk at this time is
ignited, it created a flash-fire
lots
in
ng
how
moaning and screami
Director of the Harkness Youth music were the stars- and
the danger of infection as the incumbent, Marvin Harris, who
situation that was immediate
of pain "
laancers and formerly with the they did shine!
Mississippi Democrat remains filed for re-election several
and intense. People panicked
Isandon Festival Ballet, joined
The traditional ballet lovers hospitalized for bullet wounds days ago
Mr. Franklin as artistic in the audience were happy to suffered in a holdup.
director of tfie National have the Grand Pas de Dues
A spokesman at Walter Reed
Ballet. His productions of from Sleeping Beauty included Army Medical Center said
Cinderella and Speeping Beauty as the second number, in place Friday afternoon that Stennis
have been widely acclaimed.
of Variations for Four. Pincipal remained in "very serious
s Michelle Lees and condition." However, the
dancer
e
coincid
to
year
last
d
prepare
were spokesman said Stennis' -vital
Sebastian
Stuart
Copies of a 38 page booklet with the 35th anniversary of
rewarded for their per- signs are good."
entitled "The History of "Campus Lights."
AP)Campus Lights"a review of the
formances in this much loved
Stennis, 71, one of the most The Kentucky Derby Festival
ds from booklet sales,
Procee
traditional musical production alqng with proceeds from the
classic by the enthusiastic powerful men on Capitol Hill, Committee wants to add
at Murray State University show, will go into a hind to
was wounded twice during a another race to Derby week
• For livers Only will be the audience
from its beginning in 1938-are provide scholarship money for theme of the annual Valentines
Graudation Ball, with music robbery in front of his home festivities.
available for sale again this incoming freshmen music dance to be held Saturday, by Johann Strauss and Tuesday evening. Police are
There's already a bicycle
David hunting two teenagers in conby
year
February 17, at the Calloway choreography
majors at Murray State.
race, a steamboat race, and of
of
ion
history
product
the big
A scrapbook-type
nection with the attack.
Written, preformed and County Country Club. The I,ichine, was
course, a horse race. But now
ed with
the annual show, the booklet is
Following the shooting, the committee wants to take to
students at Murray planning committee recently of the evening, enhanc
by
d
directe
selling for $1 per copy. It is State, the production is spon- met and announced that music beautiful fresh costumes by Stennis underwent 6'.2 hours of the air and hold aballon race.
available for mail order or may sored by local chapters of two will be provided from 9 p.m. to 1 Peter Farmer and lively per- surgery' for his wounds.
A professional ballonist was
be purchased at the dOor each professional music frater- a.m. by "The Entertainers" formances by the disciplined
Louisville Friday to help
in
young company. They were afl
night of the performance Feb. nities-Sigma Alpha Iota and from Paris, Tennessee.
committee vice president Jack
CLUB
IDA
WESTS
Girls15-16-17
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia.
The dance, which will cost $7 good, but the Fouette
The Westside Homemakers Guthrie scout suitable sites to
Consisting mainly of pictures.
, a per couple, will be open to Michelle Lees and Deidre
Stinson
Larry
d
by
Directe
meet Monday. launch and land balloons.
newspaper clipping and old senior from Madisonville. the members and guests living Grohgan were particularly Club will
Guthrie and his companion
ten est at Marat
5,
ry
was
Februa
tion
publica
the
programs,
by
show is now in full rehearsal. It outside Calloway County. A enjoyable.
survey
their
Mrs.
made
Shop,
c
Cerami
Lane
The training for any of the
'""--involves a company of about.193 door prize drawing will be held.
EillirVrlr•••W•••Ir•••
ballon.
not
er,
demonhelicopt
ong,
Armstr
d
long and arduous It Richar
people, including a cast of 17, a
The planning committee is fine arts is
If the sites can be found and
strator. •
35-voice singing chorus, a 38 headed by Mr. and Mrs. John is rewarding to an audience
l obtained from the
approva
that
Ad•
peice band, a 12-member Paulk. Members of the com- when the product of
Aviation
l
NG
Federa
MEETI
IC
MASON
chorus, six writers, the mittee include Dr. and Mrs: training can be executed with
F. & A.M. ministration. , the Great
105
Lodge
Murray
Fair Sunday and Monday dancing
g
REALLY- AOMORI TIMERS-US. Servicemen wave as they
Murray Men quartet, and a Richard Hutson, Dr. and Mrs. such apparent ease. In bringin
has scheduled work in the Kentucky Derby Festival
with a chance of rain Tuesday.
to
an airplane for home at Saigon's Tan Son Shut air base. An
nature
board
this
of
ms
progra
80.
about
tion staff of
Donald Hughes, Messrs. and
Mason's Degree for this Ballon Race will be held during
Master
Seasonable temperatures. Ear- 'produc
Music
e of 400 troops per day have left since the cease fire
Civic
averag
the
,
Curtain time in the Laurine Mesdames Lawretace Philpot, Murray
Master the opening weekend of the
ly morning lows in the 20s Sunthe Monday night. All
ng
ent.
'
agreem
reflecti
is
tion
for
ium
Associa
Auditor
Lovett
Max
Wells
Guthrie
Biggs,
Richard Ford, Jim
are urged to attend. festivities, April 28-,9,
day rising to the 30s Monday
AP Wirephoto by radio froth Saigon;
growing cultural awareness of Masons
mance of the Brandon, Bobby Nis- Crawford
perfor
each
most
served.
Highs
be
said
y.
will
ments
Refresh
through Tuesda
'
'the community.
and Stephen Yarborough,
(Continued on Page Teni
in the 50s.

National Ballet Delights
Audience With Performance

Stennis' Surgeons
Said Concerned
About Infection

'History Of Campus Lights'
Available Again This Year

Valentine Dance
Set At Club Here

The Webther

Balloon Race May
Be New Feature Of
Kentucky Derby Fest
LoutsviLLE,
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111A Reports Sharp Increase In
Industrial Growth Last Year
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Development plans announced by industry for the
Tennessee Valley region
showed a sharp increase in the
latter part of 1972, TVA reports.
After rapid growth in the late
1960's, industrial development
in the region had slowed in 1970
nad 1971, reflecting national
economic trends.
About 32,000 new jobs are
expected to result from some
500 new and expanded plant
facilities announced by industry
for the region during 1972,
according to preliminary TVA
estimates based on data
available. A detailed report will
be issued this spring.
These projects are expected
to represent a total investment
of about $500 million, up from
about $300 million in each of the
two previous years. The largest
investment total was $862
million in 1969.
Industrial development is one
of the primary purposes
assigned to TVA when the
agency was established. Its
staff works with planning
agencies and prospective industries on various aspects of
industrial sites. flood protection, water and power supplies,
river transportation, raw
materials, and waste control as

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
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While we had deep respect for President Truman
and President Johnson, we failed to see why no mail
was delivered in Murray, Calloway County or the
entire United States on Thursday December 28, and
again on Thursday. January 25. All post offices were
ordered closed on those dates because they were
days of mourning for the late Presidents.
While it was certainly laudable to designate
certain government agencies on these two separate
days of mourning, there may be some question as to
the advisability of carrying it into the postal service,
already over-burdened and short-handed. It cost the
Postal Service about $70,000,000 for salaries not
rendered on those two days, a pretty good-sized sum
for an agency of the federal government that has
been "streamlined" and converted to one that is now
supposed to be paying its own way.
As far as we know, the planes were flying those
two days of mourning, the trains and buses were
running. the banks and other businesses were open
and our telephone, electricity and gas services
continued without interruption. And we suppose the
United Parcel Service, truck lines, Air Express and
other delivering agencies, were doing business as
usual on those two Thursdays to serve their
customers.
The U.S. Postal Service, as it is now called, was
reorganized for the purpose of making it more efficient and giving better service. What it has done is
create 132 executive positions in the $30,000 to
$60,000 salary range, while cutting its service by
reducing the number of hourly-paid clerks, substitutes and helpers in the local post offices. A case
of too many chiefs and not enought Indians^
We suggest that Congress take some steps to see
that "service" becomes a more effective part of the
Postal Service.
P.S.—We don't object to post office workers being
given the day off with pay on national day of
mourning if all other federal employees are getting
the .ame benefit, although we fail to understand -why
government workers of all kinds should get a paid
holiday when other folks have to work. And we
believe the two beloved late Presidents Truman and
Johnson would agree with that logic one hundred per
cent

The amount of $23.000 has been allocated for work
on the West Fork Clark's River Watershed, it was
announced in Washington, D. C.
Second Lt. James F. Rains is being reassigned to
Burns Air Force Station, Oregon, following his
graduation from the U. S. Air Force course for
weapons controllers at Tyndall AFB, Florida.
The Murray-Calloway County Industrial Foundation fund drive rose to $154,850 today with several.
pledges still unreported.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Banks of Murray announce
the marriage of their daughter, Margie Jo, to John
R. Graham,son of Mr. and Mrs. John H. Graham of
Granite City, Ill.

LEDGER a Ttiar.8 rat

Hansford Doran was elected as president of the
Calloway County Farm Bureau succeeding John
Lassiter who has served for the past three years
Other new officers are Harrel Broach and B. H.
Dixon.
Lester Nanny, County Court,Clerk, said the sale of
the new 1953 car license tags is going slowly.
Carl Everett *Shroat who is attending the
University of Louisville School of Medicine spent the
weekend with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jeff
Shroat, Sr.
Mrs. James Lassiter, Mrs. Conrad Jones, Mrs.
Chad Stewart, Mrs. George E. Overbey, Mrs. C. C.
Lowry, Mrs. Charles Caldwell, and Miss Gloria
Stice, all of Murray, modeled in the fashion show by
the Vanity Shoppe, Mayfield, held at the Kenlake
Hotel.
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SOVIET UNION POISED

S. cannot leave Mideast

U.

Few contemporary Americans
Eisenhower
Doctrine of the 1950s which assured
an American military superiority
and never extended a diplomatic capability beyond its reach.
Employing the policy in the previous generation, the United States of
America was ready when the Soviet
Union threatened to send "volunteers" into the Middle East to help
the Arabs.
U.S. Ambassador Charles Bohlen
quietly told the Soviets in 1955 that
the United States would oppose with
force any movement of Soviet volunteers into the area. Our troops were
put on full alert, the 6th Fleet moved
into the Mediterranean and the
Strategic Air Command poised for
battle. Knowing our strength and
our will, the Russians promptly
dropped the whole matter.
Things have changed ovet the
years. Soviet advisers now are
sprinkled throughout the Arab
forces, providing the skill to use today's sophisticated weapons. Far
from being concerned, the Western
world is talking to the Soviets instead about trade potentials and tariff barriers and the lowering of
strategic postures. The Ostpolitik of
Willy Brandt eventually will freeze
the status quo of post-World War n
Europe, giving the eastern portion to
the Communists.
Moreover, the fading Vietnam
War has had a profound effect in the
United States, raising many questions in our own minds about our
leadership role in the post-conflict
period.
Even at the 'height of the recent
wee, the Administration insisted
that the Middle East, not Vietnam,

may remember the

s.s the major danger point in the
world
Undoubtedly many of these
thoughts crossed the mind of Golda

Meir as she made her painful trip to
Europe this week, plagued by bronchitis and fever, burdened by extraheavy security, and pursued by diplomatic crises. It was not a pleasaat
or an easy trip for the 72-year-old
grandmother, but one that was very
necessary. Mrs Meir wants to sample first hand the mood of Europe toward Israel and to touch bases with
old friends.
She is keenlj aware that the Soviet
Union now will be able to devote
more time to the Middle East because of the detente in Europe and

because tbe economic drain of Vietnam 3-6O- n-will-be removed from the
Kremlin's planning.
Her visit with Africa's Ivory Coast
President Felix Houphouet-Boigny
underlined Israel's growing feeling
of isolation by calling attention to
the fact that five African nations
have severed relations with the Jewish state in the last 10 months. Mr.
Houphouet-Boigny is a friend who
wants to help her.
While the value of strength and
resolution in dealing with an enemy
is currently distasteful in American
minds, it is very real in the minds of
Israel's leaders who give such policy
practical application almost every
day. Sooner or later this truth will
emerge again in the United States,
as it always has.
It was George Washington who
said: "There is a rank due the
United States among nations which
will be withheld — if not absolutely
lost — by the reputation - of
weakness."

30YearsAgoThisWeek

FRANKFORT—How
can
communities decide what kinds
of health care their people
need. .what kinds of health
facilities will meet those
needs. .where they should be
located. .whether they'll be
used'
Results of a two-year project
designed to help health planners
answer such questions and
develop efficient regional
health care delivery systems
are now available from the
Kentucky State Department of
Health.
Known as the "Health
Facilities
Research
and
Planning Project," Its major
objective was to develop a
planning guideline for determining health facility needs on
a regional and network basis.
Intended use is for making
comprehensive health plans for
Kentucky's 15 Area Development Districts
Conducted by the Kentucky
State Department of Health and
Texas A&M University, the
project produced guidelines
that may be used in health
planning throughout the United
States. lake
Cumberland
Region was a model for the
plan.
The State of Kentucky and the
Health Care Facilities Service.
U.S. Public Health Service.
were project co-sponsors. To
carry it out, a health facilities
research and planning team
was organized Team members
included staff of the State
Department of Health and
Texas- A&M's Architecture
Research Center, College of
Architecture
and
Environmental Design, who
provided technical assistance
Also on the team were staff and
members of the .Lake_Cum-

PRICWITATION OUTLOOR

-atfnl. In women the percentages are reversed—
because- they are
they are wonderful simply
feminine, and awful mostly when they don't wish to
"be wonderful.
"The eternal feminine."
--t1oethe

For the child of God helplessness is counteract(
by divinely supplied strength and,help.

lOmphis—Expansion
Saint brewery.

Ripley--New Maretnont
Corporation plant, auto exhaust
systems.
Union City—New Goodyear
radial tire plant.
Southern- Kentucky
Bowling Green-- Expansion of
Firestone polyester tire cord
plant.
Franklin--New Sealed Power
Corporation plant, piston rings.
Murray —New Fisher-Price
Toy Company plant.
Mayfield- -General Tire plant
expansion, steel-belted tires.
Illkodudppl
Ackerman—New Tennessee
River Pulp & Paper plant,
paper „Products

Middle and West Tennessee
Clarksville—New Vulcan
corporation plant, shoe soles

Artesia—New United Cement
plant.
Batesville—Expansion of
Poloron
Products
plant,
Christmas ornaments.
Bruce-- NewWeyerhauser
lumber mill.
Louisville—Expansion 'of
Georgia Pacific plywood
facility.

berland Region Comprehensive Steven Edward
Holmes
Health Planning Council, and
participants
from the
University of Kentucky's Earns His Degree Here
Department of Community
Steven Edward Holmes,
Medicine and the .University of
grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Louisville's Department of
Lassiter of Murray, earned his
Comprehensive Medicine
Creating a comprehensive Bachelor of Science degree in
health care delivery system, business at the close of the fall
emphasizing development of a semester at Murray State
coordinated regional system of Universitj
health facilities, was the tearn's
Holmes is the son of School
job They completed their District 132
Superintendent and
assignment by examining how Mrs. Eugene
Holmes of Red
to
Bud, Ill , Route Two. His
Il provide health services to paternal
grandparents are Mr.
match people' needs,
and Mrs.
(2i make sure health Benton. Cloia Holmes, Sr., of
facilities, iuch as hospitals and
nursing homes, are located
where they're needed.
431 end duplication of health
Services
_lc reduce fragmentation of
health services.
flit-sheistroge more efficient
use of health manpower. and
(6) work health needs into
She has something
other areas of planning and
everyone need,.
development.
He needs it
Protect results have been
desperately.
published in a two-phase report
completed in January ( 19731 A
150-page Phase 1 work report
analyzes "where we are now"
with respect to regional health
planning and suggests how to
develop a master plan using the
Lake Cumberland Region as a
case study A 75-page Phase 2
document provides guidelines
and procedures for determining
health facility needs on a
regional and network basis.
- - A five-minute film and
descriptive flyer were also
produced to illustrate how the
structure for health facilities
planning might be developed.
The publications ..are now
available from the Health
Facilities Program, Division of
Medical Care. Kentucky State
Department of Health, Frankfort i Area 502, 564-37901.

Thru TUESDAY

Jan 31 thru Feb

3
CAPRI THEATER

Nightly. 6 and 6 15 p fa.
Saturday Matinees
1:15 and 330 pm
For Every Family!

TicketsAdults,- Advance $1.25,
at the door $1.75
Children under 12: $1.00

753- 314

Starts SUNDAY

30-DAV TIKUIRATURIF OUTLOOK

TOM LAUGHLIN DELORES TAYLOR
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NEAR NORMAL

Wrenhadbcice 11.11411:1MARI A rost
WNW*" rilMv

Data From NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE
This is the way the nation's weather shapes up
for the next 30
days, in terms of precipitation and temperatures,
according to
the National Weather Service in Washington.

of

New Johnsonville—
Expansion of DuPont titanium
dioxide plant.

iCIAAPIPTI I

NEAR NORMAL

Fear thou not: for I am with thee; be inn
dIsmayed: for I am thy God; 1 will strengthen thee•
yea. I will help thee.—Isaiah II: 10.

and heels.
Columbia—Expansion
of
General Electric air conditioner
plant.

Knoxville—New
bathroom
fixture plant of Briggs Division,
Walter Corporation.
Newport—New Winston Mills
doubleknit fabric facility

PrOF Infr.

by 'Carl Riblet Jr.
All women and men are both wonderful and awful;
men, of course, being less wonderful and more

East Tennessee
Cleveland--Expansion of
Magic Chef stove plant.
Dayton—New La-Z-Boy chair
plant.
Kingsport—Tennessee Eastman expansion, synthetic
fibers.

Health Publications
Are Now Available

LEDGER I TIMES FILE

Deaths reported this week are Gardner M
Gilbert, age 69, Bob Marshall, Mrs. Sedella Oliver,
age 82, David L. Willis, Sr., Alford D. Calhoon. age
16, and Lamar Farley.
Lt. C. C. Hughes who was reported missing action
two weeks ago has now been reported kille&while
serving with the Air Force.
Prices on theNurray Dark Fired Tobacco Market
rose sharply last week. The average for last week
was $15.49 per hundred weight.
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and Mrs
Bobert McCage on February 3, a boy to First Lt. and
Mrs. Wildy Berry on January 31, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Hendon on January 31, a girl to Mr
and Mrs. Simon Jacobs on February 1, and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ray ROSS on January 18.
Steak, round and sirloin, is advertised at 38 cent,
per pound in Swann's Grocery ad this week

these relate to TVA resource
development programs.
Some of the major new and
expanded industrial operations
announced during 1972:
Northern Alabama
Courtland—ExPansion of
Champion International pulp
and paper plant.
Decatur—Expansion of
Amoco Chemicals plant, and
expansion of Fruehauf Corporation aluminum extrusions
plant.
Huntsville—New Engelhard
Minerals and Chemical plant to
make auto exhaust devices.
Leesburg—New Crompton
Company textile mill.

* NOTICE *
NO LATE SHOW
TONITE & SAT.

ft

•

•

BOB HOPE
EVA MARIE SAINT
RALPH BELLAMY
FORREST TUCKER
CANCEL MY
RESERVATION
count
11

H OMEMAKE
TOMOIRROW—Jane)
the Calloway Cott
School FHA Home
Tomorrow. She seer
in her class, will r
award from Betty It
will be eligible for
national honors inclu
scholarships. Miss
daughter of Mr. and
Kelso of Murray Ito

Mrs. Ruth WI
Gives Progra
Women's Me
The United Me
if the Good Shephe
met recently for
meeting with Mrs
Wilson presiding.
Mrs. Alice Knig
minutes from the
meeting. The roll
treasurer's report
by Mrs. Libby
Mrs. Ruth Wt
the special Call to
pr
Self Denial
members were
joined women thr
United Methodist
observance of a
prayer and giving
oversee missions.
A social period f
Mrs. Mildred Smi

Senior Citize
Hazel Meet
Mrs._ Brad ie
The Senior

Cit

Hazel Communitj
home of Mrs Bra
Thursday, Janus
Plans for the re
were discussed
ladies finished
painting and dec
started their le
making
At -the
meeting, Mrs.
refreshments.
The next regula
be held at the
Kaska Jones. S
on Thursday, F
p in
Anyone
sportation to
753-0929
on
February 7.

_
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Miss Pamela Gene Clark Becomes Bride
In Ceremony At.,
Of Kerry
The Church bi Christ Building, Benton

Monday, February 5
The Licensed Practical
business
Nurses will have a
meeting in the conference room
of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital at seven p.m.

Robert 0. Miller as speaker.
Hostesses will be Mesdames
Prue Kelly, Robert Burke,
Harold, Hurt, Charles Homra,
Charles Hoke, and Howard
Giles.

Carolyn Everett 8o
John Allen Fitts
Married Recently

Mr. and Mrs. Orval fledge of
City, Kansas, announce the
Hill
and
sleeves
full
featured long
Kerry Gil Gillihan claimed
ge of their daughter,
marria
fitted bodice. A white orchid
the hand of Miss Pamela Gene %t
Mrs. Carolyn Louise Everett of
Abigail Van Buren
its pinned at her shoulder.
Clark in marriage in a
The Delta Department of the Great Bend, Kansas, to John
Mrs. W.P. Willoughby,
Chapter M of toe P. E. 0. Murray Woman's Club will Allen Fitts, son of Mr. and Mrs.
December wedding. They are
maternal grandmother of the Sisterhood will meet with Mrs.
the children of Mr. and Mrs.
meet at the club house at 7:30 Edward E. Fitts_ of Route One.,
bride,wore a printed blue knit Olga Freeman at 7:30 p.m.
Billy G. Clark and Mr and Mrs
with Mrs. R.\'. Morthen as l'uryear. Tennessee.
p.m.
knit
hand
g
dress with matchin
-- —
James Gillihan, all of Benton
The wedding took place at the
guest speaker. Hostesses will be
ed
present
was
She
.
sweater
The Executive Board of the Mesdames Wells Purdom, Sr., First United Methodist Church
Their vows were spoken at
orchid.
a
with
ium
cymbid
Murray Woman's Club will Alice Koenecke
three o'clock in the afternoon at
Stanford of Great Bend, Kansas, on
Mrs. Jack Clark, paternal meet at 11:30 a.m.
the Church of Christ in Benton
Fortin, January 20.
John
ckson,
Hendri
grandmother of the bride, was
with Kenneth Hoover perThe bride was given in
Dwight Crisp, and Miss Ruth
She
dress.
knit
a
beige
in
attired
The United Methodist Women Lassiter.
forming the ceremony.
a young man who
by her brother,
ge
about
marria
ng
wonderi
am
I
ABBY:
orchid.
ium
DEAR
of Coldwater Church will meet
the wedding also wore a cymbid
La Leche
for
the
setting
of Hill •City ..
from
The
Wilhite
name
my
Chester
got
Women
he
st
saying
The United Methodi
called me up,
Reception s
OF
provide
ral
p.m.
at
cathed
seven
that
HOMEMAKER
belong
white
ed
I
d as maid of
featur
attende
which
was
She
to
League—an organization
of the First Church will meet at
Following the ceremony, a
his wife had died
TOMORROW—Janey Kelso is
sister, Miss
tapers, spiral swirl tapers and
her
by
honor
Jones
John
'
Rev.
n-Ministers
s milk for babies This man said
with
the
Layme
The
mother'
a.m.
at
ten
wined with reception was held
s milk.
the Calloway Counts High
intert
mother'
abra
of Hill City.
needed
candel
h
Wilhite
baby
Debora
his
ive
and
th
execut
in childbir
Prayer Breakfast will be held as speaker. The
Benton Country 'Club.
Leche League, I
School FHA Homemaker of
pink carnations and greenery.
Miss Judy Fitts of Nashville,
a.m
at
nine
Being a nursing mother for the La
a.m.
meet
8;30
at
Inn
will
Holiday
at
the
were
board
rs
sOuveni
and
Rice
bags
the milk out of my
Tomorron. She scored highest
Baskets of pink gladiolia, MUMS
ee, sister of the groom,
agreed to help him out. I expressed
handed out at the register' table with Rev. Darrell Keith as Bible and a coffee will be held at 9:30 Tenness
the man stopped by
in her class, will receive an
aid
and red velvet roses completed
bridesm
was
breasts by hand and put it in jars, and
a. .
study leader
by Miss Kandi
he broke down and
award from Betty Crocker, and
the Christmas motif. Silver
Edward Fills served his son
to --pick. it up. After a few weeks,
table
bride's
the
at
the
Serving
g
been drinkin
the itrooniwill be eligible for state and
candelabra held the candles lit
confessed there was no baby, and he had
The Estfiet Sunday School as best man. and
Miss Janice Small, Miss
and had heard that
The Senior Citizens Exercise
s of
national honors included college
and groom as they were
bride
the
Scrugg
Tim
by
was
milk himself because he has an ulcer
srnan
Baptist
al
Memori
Then he had the
Susan Morris, Miss Janesa program will be held at the Ellis Class of the
scholarships. Miss Kelso is the
mother's milk would help relieve the pain
pledged their vows in the
Hazel, a friend of the groom.
of
home
the
at
meet
will
him
church
i
told
Jarice)
I
Doug
,
Mrs.
direct'
Creason
nurse
Community Center at eleven
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Glen
nerve to ask me if I would let him
double-ring ceremony. Flocked
The couple is presently at
Mrs. Adeline Wilson, 1007 Olive
and Mrs. a.in
tapers in Brown, of Benton,
burning
ed
Kelso of Murray Route Seven.
I couldn't go along with that
encircl
pine
in Great Bend, Kansas,
home
him
p.m
Street, at seven
or what' I told
Richard i Dana) Kelly of
Should I report him to the police
the windows and white satin
where the groom is employed
he
said
He
me
calling
Term.
Marlin,
keeps
Ceramics classes for Senior
,"no" several times, but he
bows and tapers marked the
by the Stanley Jones ConWednesday, February 7
this possible? ANDREA
The bride chose a three piece Citizens will be held at St.
isn't interested in sex, only milk Is
on Corporation of South
family pews.
structi
Garden
Palette
s
The Nature'
Navy crushed brocade velvet John's Episcopal Church Center
goat's milk is
Preceding the ceremony, the
DEAR ANDREA: It's possible. Tell him
will meet at the Com- Fulton, Tennessee
Club
ries
g
accesso
matchin
with
suit
at two p.m.
another goat!
Madrigals of Benton High
also good tor nkers. so be should find
munity Center at 1 30 p.m. with
for her wedding trip to Nashto will our
School, directed by Mrs. Judy
DEAR ABBY My husband and I decided
Mrs. E.C. Jones as hostess.
the
ng,
returni
After
Tenn.
ville,
underwe
because
The Westtsde Homemakers
Ross, presented a progrank of
bodies to a university medical school
Mrs. Cletus Robinson and Mrs.
at
stay
weeks
a
three
had
couple
g program So far,
Club will meet at. Mar-lane's
nuptial songs. Miss Cathy
stood they were needed in their teachin
Charlie Stubblefield will have
before Mr
Lake
ky
The United Methodist Women
Kentuc
schools.
medical
Mrs.
Richard
FOUR
c
Cerami Shop,
Creason, soloist, sang "The
we have been turned down by
Gillihan's return to Korea. Mrs. Armstrong, demonstrator, at charge of the lessons
if the Good Shepherd Church
Medical School. We
Wedding Song."
The last turn down came from Yale
studies
ng
her
resumi
part.
is
net recently for the January
in
Gillihan
letter stating
ten a ni.
Bride's Dress
received what appeared to be a form
The ('berry Corner Baptist
State University as a
meeting with Mrs. Katherine
to our Willed
entering the at Murray
bride,
se of the extremely generous response
The
"Becau
Women and the Baptist Young
,
our
of
student
um
nursing
ore
maxim
Wilson presiding.
sophom
a
at
ly
current
Tuesday, February. 6
Body Program, we are
sanctuary on the arm of her
Women will have separate
until his return in the spring.
is now temporarily
Mrs. Alice Knight read the
The Senior Citizens will have
needs and therefore this program
wore a formal white silk
father,
of
file
meetings at the church at seven
our
in
er
address
Prenuptial Parties
minutes from the Decemb
a library party at ten a.rn with p.Ill
The Calloway County High
closed We shall place your name and
organdy gown of original design
this proa
d
reopen
and
to
include
call
able
parties
ial
are
roll
Prenupt
we
The
When
.
meeting
in
Sue
Hutson
prospective donors
Chapter of the Future
Mrs
Emma
bodice
School
The
Dante.
Rose
by
the necessary
tea shower given by Mrs. charge of the program The
treasurer's report were given
The Flint Baptist Wonien and
gram you will then automatically receive University"
Business Leaders of America
a Victorian neckline
d
feature
the
to
s
shower
Darrell Cope, a kitchen
documents for donation of your remain
by Mrs. Libby Mahan
board meeting will be at three the Baptist Young Women will
held its monthly meeting on
with alternating rows of Lade
given by friends of the bride p.m. at St John's Center, have stparate meetings at the Thursday, January' 25, with the
Mrs. Ruth Wilson presented
Is this the case all over' Sign this,
The
tucks.
pleated
and
g
GO"
runchin
TO
while at David Lipscomb bridge will be at Ellis Center at church at seven p.ni
"ALL DRESSED UP AND NOWHERE
the special Call to Prayer and
president, Sabrina Tucker,
long fitted sleeves featured the
program. Nine
, a personal shower 1:30 p.m, and quilting, arts and
College
I.
ed
interest
Self Denial
asyome
that
rt,
suggest
full-alti
presiding.
I
The
ED:
design
DRESS
same
DEAR
given by Miss Susan Morris and crafts, and games until eight
get in meets with
members were present and
Following the opening ritual,
with an attached circular
leaving his remains is a medical school
the
luna
out
,
through
Creason
Janesa
Miss
Joined women
p in.
given by the officers, Patricia
him and inquire.
train, was enhanced by
nearest
chapel
sue
the
in
cheon given by Miss Jan Small
they are
United Methodist Chruch
Barnett read the devotion The
William Razzell Dick of
wide, double ruffles, tucks and
DEAR ABBY Why is it that friends think
and Miss Bethany Warren at the
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of Rivera Trailer Court, Murray, minutes were read by the
a cheating
observance of a time for special
about
you
telling
.
not
hemline
by
at
the
g
favor
runchin
lace
a
you
doing
Holiday Inn in Murray
the First Presbyterian Church was discharged January 31, secretary, Gail Broach, who
prayer and giving for U S. and
The bridal veil of multiple
husband'
s en- will meet with Mrs Lala Dowdy
s
parent
that
groom'
knew
The
friends
my
(wersea missions.
all
years
for
atfroni the Community Hospital, also conducted the roll call
Now I realize that
layers of silk illusion was
ever told me.
tertained with a rehearsal at 1.30 p.m
A social period followed with
followed by the treasurer's
Mayfield
my husband was cheating on me, but nobody
tached to a portrait headpiece
dinner for members of the
Mrs. Mildred Smith as hostess.
report
I would have considered it a favor
of silk organdy bows, flowers
at
an
church
and friends
to
Group I of the Christi
Elkins of
a wedding party
The club discussed one of the
I recall my aunt telling me that on her way
Pauline
carried
She
Eunice
pearls
seed
and
and hugville. Women's Fellowship of the
Seven was service projects which was the
a the Holiday Inn at Gilberts
d
one day she saw the husband of a friend kissing
by
Route
centere
bouquet
Murray
colonial
husband then
Out of town guests included First C'hristian Church will
ging another woman in a parked car The
purchasing and distributing of
dismissed January 31, from the
white gardenia and surrounded
together' My
and Mrs Roy. Lewis, meet with Mrs A.B. Titsworth
Mr
met his wife after church, and off they went
and
l, Mayfield. the school identification cards
roses
art
Hospita
uty
sweethe
white
Conunur
by
wife
the
said
and
Huntsville, Ala, Mr and Mrs. at ten a.m.
aunt called the man all sorts of nameo
Other business discussed was
baby's breath.
my aunt if
Mr and-Mrs Edward E. Fitts the dates and plans of the upW E. Willoughby and Gary, Mr.
was foolish to put up with it. But when I aaked
sister.
her
chose
bride
The
I
no,
"Oh.
said,
she
saw,
an
Tenshe
r,
Christi
hby,
what
of Route One, Puryea
and Mrs Bill Willoug
Group II of the
Me had told the wife
sale
candy
coining
Miss Connie Ann Clark, as her
The Senior Citizens of the
Ml's.RF all Women's Fellowship of the nessee have just returned from
Willoughby, and Dale,
couldn't bring myself to tell bee"
made
also
were
tions
a
wore
Prepara
She
nt
attenda
only
the
KNOW
at
TO
met
WANTS
Hazel Community
Why"
at Paris, Tenn , Mr. and Mrs. First Christian Church will Great Bend, Kansas where tbey for the April 5th regional
floor-length gown of pink
home of Mrs. Bradie White on
Fiupert Emerson and Gary, Mr. meet with Mrs. R.H. Robbins at attended the wedding of their meeting Us''held at 'Murray
knew
it
aunt
your
dew',
deep
Iliae
velveteen Which featured white
DEAR WANTS: Bee
Thursday, January 25
Mrs. A.R. Hatcher and two p.m.
son John Allen Fitts, to Mrs. State University The club also
and
fur around the neck and
was gene el her business
Plans for the rest of January
Carolyn Louise Everett dn heard an explanation of the
Brent, Murray. Mr. and Mrs.
ize with that woman whose
sympath
I
ABBY:
its
a
white
carried
DEAR
the
She
.
of
hemline
were discussed Some
Assembly No. 19 January 20 They were ac- point system presented by
Carter, McKenzie,
the same long, drawn-out
Edwin
Murray
ng
repeati
keeps
law
uith
in
d
mother
muff which was adorne
ladies finished thetr Artex
my husband, who is a
Tenn, Mr and Mrs. Richard Order of the Rainbow for Girls companied by their daughter Kathy Kelley
stories over and over again because
red velvet sweetheart roses arid
thing.
same
painting and decoupage. Others
the
does
way,
Kelly of Martin, Term., Miss will meet at the Masonic Hall at Miss Judy Fitts of Nashville,
other
Refreshments were served at
very dear man in every
long red streamers Her white
one of those
started their lesson on bead
Tennessee, and Tun Scruggs of the close of the meeting.
Sinunons, Monticello, Ky., seven p.m.
Jan
how I handle it When he starts
Here's
the
in
adorned
was
tam
and
fur
out
him
tune
making.
and
eye
Melton,
Hazel
Beverly
Miss
familiar stories, I look him in the
- _
something else I do - same
At the conclusion of the
Nfadii-oriViffe,-- - Erie Pottey;-, 111futeaY1T)PS flub writ meet
plan my meals or the* of
to
start
&tee
of
n,
whim
Gilliha
served
so"
Kandi
Mips
meeting. Mrs. White
really" or "Is that
Sebree. Mr. and Mrs Roy at the Calloway Health Center
throw in an occasional "Oh,
"listening."
the_grootn,, kept the guest
refreshments.
. "it-11r30 p.m.
rly, Hooker:3.M._
just to iet him know that I am
-Weathe
pauses.
he
register She wore a fornial
he's telling me someThe next regular meeting will
Willoughby, Puryear,
,.W.P,
He's pleased because he thinks
s-tinning'
and
en
velvete
some
gown
maroon
Mrs.
of
of
get
heeattse I
be held at the home
The Kappa Department of the
Tenn., Mr and Mrs. Jack Clark,
thing new. and I'm pleased
brocade
Kaska Jones, State Line Road,
Beard
Floyd
Woman's Club will
Mrs.
.
Murray
Tenn
done
Henry,
s
this. If he ever suspect
Gillihan chose hilly
Mr
on Thursday, February 8, at one
ne Sweetheart
and
Valenti
h.
its
,
Paduca
I can see one built-in danger to
have
William
and
story of "The Three Bears"- - lVhybark of Benton as his best
p in. Anyune needing tranwhat I'm doing and slips in the
Sue E:mberton and Diane potluck dinner at the club house
Miss
his
toot
it
shots
Roy
many
Ushers were
man
sportation to this meeting call
where he usually tette me how
at 6.30 p.m. with County Judge
Powell of Murray.
in serious trouble.
Wednesday,
on
Weatherly of Hopkinsville and
753-0929
brother to win a turkey, I may be
IT
ING
CHANC
Kenneth Jones of Benton. Billy
February 7.
Clark and Doug'Dotson lit the
candles and rolled the aisle
cloths.
•
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Clark chose a pink formal
gown of pink worsted knit with
matching accessories_ Her
corsage was cymbidium or•
i •
.AtuABIE COuPON
chids.
Mrs. Gillihan chose a formal
gown of aqua crepe which

eta -4(611-

Tell him to get
another goat

Mrs. Ruth Wilson
Gives Program At
Women's Meeting

Calloway Chapter
Of FBLA Discusses
Service Project

augodzA,\\

Senior Citizens Of
Hazel Meet With
Mrs. Bradie White

MONDAY• TUESDAY • WEDNESDAY

Dr ycleaning SPECIAL

JOHNSONS

•

Open 7 a.m.-8 p.m. Monday thru Saturday
Open 12 Noon Sundays
Only
Prices Good Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday
— Limit Rights Reserved —

CRISCO

3 lb.

Golden Bake

BREAD

20 oz
loaf

6 Bottle Carton

DRINKS
Pride Of Illinois

CORN

Plus Deposit
Or Bottles

78
19;
39;

Yellow
CREAM STYLE

303 can15

Calloway Future
Teachers, America
Hold Regular Meet
The Calloway County chapter
of Future Teachers of America
met on January 18 with the
president, Stacy Adams, I a Iling
the meeting to order

•

TROUSERS
SLICKS
BLOUSES
SWEATERS
any 4 for

Kathy Crowell read the
devotion. The minutes and
treasurer's report were omitted
due to time shortage The
secretary called the roll.
Miss Adams presented to the
club amendmenLs made to the
state constitution and-the club
voted on them. All the amendments were passed.by the (
Names were submitted by the
members for officers -for the
coming year. A slate of'officers
will be presented to the club at
the next meeting.
Outlarfd, state
Marion
secretary, reported on the
executive meeting which she
had attended in Louisville The
committee chairmen called
their committees together to
plan for future activities.
The convention was discussed
and President Adams announced that the state F'TA
Ornivention will- be at Owensten-0, on March 30, and 31

;SKIRTSPleats
1100 each

extra.
y
mpan
acco
must
n
oupo
garments
Limit 2 per customer .
Otle Expires 2/7/73

MI

=======

.1 •

99

•

e al a On la a e IIN

VALUABLE COUPON
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;

REE

1 shirt laundered FREE.
When brought in with
this coupon

U
1

Good All Week
Expires 2/10/73tina:
1

t SHIRT
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Lau
Folded or
on Hangers.

4

990

lOr All Week

One HOUR cLeaneRs

(

ter
Central Shopping Cen
Phone 753-9084

Open 7 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat

•
•
•••

ONALS
KNITS should be DRYCLEANED by PROFESSI

••••••••
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„ in water 2 to 15 feet deep by
, either casting or trolling.
During the summer bass
become Malay and may go
for days without feeding.
Your best opportunities are
at dawn, or a couple of hours
later. and &gale in the late
evening for a couple of hours.
Many bass fishermen cast
(v
for bass only during the night
hours, using no lights. Best
bait at this time seems to be
ay VIRGIL WARD
the single spin, such as the
Scorpion trailing a pork frog.
BASS: A FISH
Most bass taken in hot
FOR ALL SEASONS
weather are found at depths
of from 15 to 25 feet. They
Bass is truly a fish • for all will be found near a stump,
However,
seasons
unless submerged tree, weeds, or
you're a fair weather fisher- brush waiting for a minnow
man more and larger bass or other food to come along.
can be taken from Septem- In the summer more bass are
ber to the middle of March. taken on a crawling-type bait
and with leas effort, than at than any other lure.
any other time.
Fall ftshing is something
In winter months, you must else again. During this season
fish deeper and slower. Most bass go on a feeding binge,
of the lunker bass are in apparently trying to lay on
water 20 to 45 feet deep and fat for the winter. In these
the hue must be worked very periods he usually moves fast
slowly.
and hits hard. While he's
• You can take big winter likely to be in relatively shalbass when the water has low water you also may find
warmed up temporafily a atitin at greater depths. Pall
few days after a cold spell. often produces more hanker
The quicker and higher the bass than at other Umes of
temperature rises, the better the year.
the bass will hit
Bass. however, hit in all
In
winter,
' seasons—if you know how to
fish on bright
go after them.
• • •
sunny
day'
Bass at—
Dear Virgil,
down deep
, I have a Johnson Sabra
and sunshine
reel that I used last season.
warms then
In unspooling the monotilaenough
?tient, I discovered that kinks
start then.
had developed in the line. Is
stirring. This.
there any way I can pet the
in turn, causkinks out, or do I have to
es them to
buy a new line'
develop a
Paul Herman
hearty aerie- %irgil ward
Milwaukee
Lite
In early spring. when the Dear Paul.
There is no need to buy a
water warms Just enough for
the food fish to start moving new line provided the monotoward shallower water, the filament isn't frayed To debass will start moving in with kink a line that's been wound
them This usually begins on a reel for a long time, run
about the middle of March, It out full length, tie it to a
tree or other solid upright,
-unless there's • late winter.
It out and wash it
The bass that move first stretch
are hungry and full of eggs with mild soap and water.
developed during the winter This prevents it from formmonths These bass, looking ing tight little coils that won't
for a proper bottom for move easily through the rod
spawning, are in a bad frame guides.
Virgil Ward
of mind They are apt to
strike at anything that Virgil Ward, three
-time
moves
world and national Heshava
Spring is also when you ter
fishing
champion,
is seen
can use the greatest variety weekly on the "Champio
nof lures. Try, among others. ship Fishing"
topwater. Bass Buster 1 6- pour questions TV series Send
to Virgil Ward,
ounce jigs, single spins, and P.O Box
6. Mankato, Minn.
deep running billed plugs In 56001
early sr•rine you can get bass

41;7''S
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By Jerry Allen
This warm weather we've
been having lately sure gets
your blood to boiling and it
makes your turkey hunting
fever come to life, in full style.
If you're like most'ofus that
love the sport of outwitting a
wary old gobbler then surely the
little wife will understand when
you get out your collection of
turkey calls'and commence to
scrapeing, raking, sucking or
blowang on "those contraptions" as she'll call them.
Then after you've driven her
wild with all the noise, you
might have a, tonal heart and
stop calling long enough to take
ole betsy down from the rack
and dean up yer favorite old
gobbler gun.
Assuming you've got just one
shotgun you want to make sure
it fits your needs for these West
Kentucky gobblers, they're the
wariest around, you know. After
all, if y.ou prefer the shotgun
over anything eLse then you take
great pride in your skill with a
call and in the art of concealment. Calling a gobbler up
to 20-39 yards- is the great
essence of this sport.
When you squeeze the trigger
at 30 yards with the front bead
leveled off with the big colorful
'head usually the shotgun is
deadly instrument, giving instantaneous death.
Shotguns used for turkey
hunting range over almost all
action types. The cheap singleshots and bolt-actions are
rarely represented in a turkey
camp, but pump actions, recoil.
and gas-operated autoloaders
and both side-by-side and over
double guns all find favor with

by
Jim Heddon
Like bears, some fishermen
go into a winter hibernation and
wait for spring to arrive before
hauling out their fishing tackle.
Not the experts at Heddon. They
are "making ready" right now
and have some thoughts along
this line.
LURES: Take a long hard
look at that mess in your tackle
box and do something about it.
Think back over the past couple
years apd get heartless. Toss
- out all the drones, those- lures
which have not caught fish.
a.. "(aye them to a young fisherman
they might delight. You'll seal&
up with a lot of space for the
promising new lures of '73.

skilled turkey hunters. From
my observations the pump gun
will more often be found in the
hands of turkey hunters than
any other type.
The 12-gauge is the overwhelming choice for turkey
hunting and for good reason. A
wild turkey gobbler in full
spring breeding condition and
color is one of the greatest
prizes available to the
American sportsman.
Some confirmed turkey
hunters would rather bring one
of these great birds to bag than
the most magnificent elk,
moose, or mountain sheep that
ever lived.
Deer are looked upon as
minor game, to be hunted when
turkeys are not available. These
turkey addicts want a gun that
can be depended upon to lay
that turkey down, and the 12gauge will usually deliver the
goods
Smaller gauges can be and

are used by quite a few turkey
men. The 16 gauge will be found
frequently in the hands of
turkey hunters, and occasionally a gun chambered for
the three-inch 20-gauge shows
up. The 2 34" 20-gauge and the
smaller 28 gauge and .410 bore
are rarely seen in the turkey
woods.
In my opinion, and in the
opinion of many experienced
turkey huntefs, guns bored
sniallar than 20-gauge should be
barred. The 2 34" 20-gauge
guns,graceful and easy to carry'
as they may be, are marginal in
a sport that, leaves no margin
for error. - •
Because of the small target
offered by the head and neck
shot favored by most expert
turkey hunters, dense centered
patters which deliver all the
shot possible into this comparatively small area are liked
by most. Such a shot at 40 yards
is a long one For this reason

Open 7 Days A Week
8 A.M.-12 P.M.

Check Big K For....

Guns
Remington - Browning
Winchester

000

Shells
Remington -Federal
Hunting a Fishing
Licenses
Winchester
Camping * Fishing *
Archery
Equipment
Equipment
Equipment

As a result of "continued foot
dragging" by
the federal
government, the State of
Maryland may lead the nation
in outlawing the use of toxic
lead shot in waterfowl hunting.
Maryland Natural Resources
Secretary Jetties Coulter has
AUTN0•02•0 Delwin
CHRYSLER
announced that the State is
seriously considering a ben on
the use of lead shot on State
svaterfouling lands toe the 19734 season -We're seeking the
hist information available on
the alternatives," Coulter
explained. Before any ban is
set, there will certainly be a
eta•PO'LAIL.
thorough hearing."
"WEST KENTUCKY'S
The Maryland ban is being
considered because of the anTRANSPORTATION CENTER"
nual loss of an estimated two to
MONT 113-11171
three percent of the continent's
waterfowl, a yearly loss of
millions of birds. Ducks, geese.
and swans feeding along
heavilyhunted marsh and lake
bottoms frequently swallow
lead pellets along with seeds
and grit. The lead shot enters
the gizzard along with food and
small pebbles and is eventually
abosrbed into the bloodstream
Several organs deteriorate,
Our New Gun Department
including the liver, kidneys, and
gizzard. Even though feed in the
Is. Now Open!
area may be' plentiful, the birds
in effect starve to death. Dying
birds become emaciated, and,
All Make;
as a-crippling paralysis sets in,
their wings begin to droop;
HE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!
walking and flying are unsteady. Death is slow and
agonizing.
Massive waterfowl die-offs
CHEMICAL
due to lead shot poisoning have
CO. INC.
been reported for well over a
"PROMPT. EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
century. Last
year
on
MAJOR BUSINESS"
Maryland's eastern shore, at
least 4,500 geese were found
t all Any Time
dead or dying and thousands
niore were ill due to lead shot
ingestion.
Research haa pointed to the
use of non-toxic iron shot as the
best alternative to lead.
T•ur Prescription Carefully • Accurately Filled
Evidence from extensive
RODS: Go over each one testing, including a 1968 Bureau,
located W Pillroad Avenue
carefully. Even to using a of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife
magnifying glass on each guide study, has cleraly demonring to check for flaws. If found,. strated that soft iron
shot is
replace the guide ring because suitable for waterfowl
hunting.
it can cost you the biggest fish of
The
National
Wildlife
your lifetime. Have weakened Federation has petitioned
Inwindings replaced, also.
terior Secretary Rogers C. Fl.
REELS:
Which
one Morton to issue regulations
•New Stock Firearms
malfunctioned repeatedly last prohibiting the use of lead abet
e Reloading Equipment
year? Get rid of it. Acquire that on federal lands. Last fall, pilot
new one you've had your eye on. introduction programs for soft
•Fishing Equipment
And, while you're at it, Out neat iron shin were held at seven
line on your other reels.
*Hunting Equipment
federal hunting areas. Although
Do all this. Them, sez liedran, the results of those pr,ogratns
a. Archery Equipment
when spring crimes and the big are riot yet fully compiled,
fish beckon, you'll be ready. initial hunter response to the
:This could be, your. year. Make soft iron shot was enthusiastic
the most of it...every minute of according to reports received
Chestnut Street Phone 753-2571
every day you can...out fishina
by the NWF.
\IP

Fish Flashes
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Turkey Fever May Hit

Maryland May
Lead Nation In
Tips Whitetail Not Lead Shot Laws
Strict Resident
Of Dense Woods

I. Most animals are partly or
completely color blind. Wearing
a bright color won't give your
presence away What they do
detect is movement or a large
Contrary to popular belief,
block of solid color that looks
the whitetail deer is not strictly
•—umiaturat in the surroundings..
-ail inhabitant of dense woods In
2. Mans hunters carry a
fact, relatively high populations
laatilth
fart% for Palbaa a-"-are often found where farmland
patch through a gun bore to
and forests intermix That's the
clean it Bit in small-bofed
way It LS in Kentucky.
rifles, the string may hang up"
However that does not lessen
and refuse to drop all the awy
the importance of brush and
through The solution is to atforest land to the species. The
tach a small fishing sinker or
steady removal of these cover
other soft weight to one end of
types for one reason or another
the string. Just make sure
could well mean the reduction
before going out that the sinker
of populations in these areas to
is small enough to drop through
a point of almost complete
the bore easily
extinction. While the clearing of
3. Snow and other obstruction
should be kept out of a gun bore, day one particular area of land
may not seen) to be a serious
you should check it if you
factor, the multiplication of this
stumble, especially in deep
activity on a continuing basis
snow or muddy areas, corncould ultimately be disastrous
fields or heasa brush
to deer.
4. In cold weather your hands
It has been estimated that by
will stay aartn longer if you
don't have to remove your 1980, fifty million fewer acres of
gloves to fumble around in your cultivated land will be needed to
produce sufficient food to feed
pocket for shells to reload your
the people of the U. S. Perhaps
gun. Simply sew two or three
the law of supply and demand
cartridge loops onto the back of
will work in favor of our faryour left glove, if right hanmland deer populations.
ded- insert the sheets and take
Kentucky has an expanding
them out when necessary.
deer population. The deer
5. When it's snowing, wrap a
transplanting program is
red kerchief around a rifle's
continuing and an increase in
scope and action to keep snow
the deer range and the
off the lenses and to help keep
the action from freezing up. It's popularity of the sport is
quicker to whip off a kerchief assured. The economic value of
the whitetail deer in Kentucky
than to remove lens cap and the
red color has safety value in the is on the rise-provided sufficient
habitat is available for them.
woods.
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barrels which will deliver fullchOke patterns are found on
most turkey guns. Note that I
did not say barrels marked fullchoke.
A few turkey hunters prefer
modified pattern for this game,
claiming that on the average,
these patterns have a more
even distribution of shot overthe
modest ranges at
which
turkeys 'are taken by' good
callers. Their contention is that
therer are less likely to be holes
in ,the pattern which might
result in missing the turkey's
head. In any case, shotguns for
turkey hunting should be patterned M order to determine
the character of the pattern and
equally important, whether or
not the gun puts its pattern on
the point of aim. The best
pattern in the world is useless if
it does not hit the target.
I make my patterning targets
for turkey guns by drawing
silhouettes of a turkey's head
and neck on pieces of cardboard. These will never be
awarded any art prizes, but
their use will give a clear idea
about pattern distribution.

ak
For
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Fishiug Is Big Sport
For Many In Kentucky

There are more than a half- Frankfort, Kentucky, 40601,
million licensed fishermen in requesting a record fish entra
Kentucky. Additional thousands form. Fill out the form and
are over 65 and have lifetime return it along with the photo, to
licenses, and almost countless Fish and Wildlife. You will then
youngsters under 16, who are be informed whether a new
not required to have a license, record has been established
fish year round.
Turkey hunters should choose
Here are the current KenBoth game and rough fish are tucky record breakers, their
the shortest barrel that will
harvested by the tons each year weights and where they were
deliver the required pattern.
by sport fisherman using hook caught:
Because of the sometimes
and line.
cramped positions and tight
Bluegill, 3 lbs., 6 oz.,
Every year monster -sized Buchanon
quarters assumed by the hunter
Pond, Taylor Co.;
game
and
rough fish are taken .Blue catfish, 100 lbs., Tennessee
in concealing himself from a
by' the ardent and or lucky
bird that is only' 25 to 30 yards
River; Buffalo, 32 lbs., Ky.
fishermen of the Bluegrass River;
away,a short, compact gun will
Bowfin, 3 lbs., 4 oz., Ky.
State.
Many are "record" River; Carp, 54 lbs., 14
be appreciated. In most makes
oz.,
catches. An example: On July Licking
of repeaters this will be a 28"
River;
Channel
11, 1955, David I. Hayes,
full-choke or a 28" or 26"
catifish, 9 lbs , Lake Ellerslie,
Leitchfield, caught a world Lexington;
modified barrel.
Flathead catfish, 97
There is some difference of record Smallmouth bass from
lbs., Green River; Freshwater
opinion among experienced Kentucky waters in Dale Hollow
hunters regarding shot sizes to Lake. This trophy Smallmouth Drum, 31 lbs., Ky. Lake; garbe used in taking turkeys. Some tipped the scales at 11 pounds Long nosed, Short nosed,
spotted, 40 lbs., Ohio River.
hunters prefer No. 2 shot on the and 15 ounces, and established
Kentucky bass, 7 lbs., 10 oz.,
theory that the turkey is a hard
not only a state record but a
bird to kill, and that the energy world record that today is still Nelson Co.
Largemouth bass. 13 lbs., 8
and penetration inherent in the standing.
Large shot is needed to do the
Then on August 21, 1970, oz., Greenbo Lake, Greenup
job. These large-shot exponents Jewell Copeland, Benton, Co.: Muskellunge, 39 lbs., 14 oz.,
caught a 100-pound Blue catfish Green River; Rainbow trout, 14
usually' shoot for the body.
Most turkey' hunters now from the Tennessee River below lbs, 6 oz., Cumberland River;
Rock bass, 1 lbs., 7 oz.,
favor the head and neck shot, Kentucky Dam.
and prefer no shot larger than
Every year in Kentucky' there Brashears Creek; Rockfish, 44
4, Most I knew use No. 6 and are record fish caught, cleaned lbs., 4 oz., Herrtngton Lake;
'en No. 7,2 shot in heavy loads. and placed on the table often Sturgeon. 36._ lbs., 5 oz., Lake
I usually. carry a stiff load of 6's without
the
fisherman's
I W
IIM
OR
betr
.p
land
in the chamber for the first shot, knowing he has taken a record C
RE
;CO
SIna
RD
I ti
., s!t th
IIM
lbSba
I ,°
15
oz., Dale Hollow; Sauger,6 lbe ,
with follow-up loads of i's in the Utah.
If you catch a ftsh on hook and 1 oz., Ky. Lake; Shellcracker,2
magazine in case the first load
line that is heavier than the lbs 5 ow.; Spoonbill, 72 Hasa
was not effective.
Get ready, now that you've state record listed below and Lake Cumberland.
Walleye, 21 lbs., 8 oz., lake
got- the weed. you may bag that.- would like to establish a new
riedid do this:"
- —Cumberland ..White or Black
1)1e torn this spring.
Get a good black and white crappie, 4 lbs., Harrods Creek;
• photograph of the fish and write White bass. 5 lbs_. Ky. Lake. 5
the Department of Fish and lbs., Herrington Lake
Wildlife Resources, Division of
The records for Alligator gar
Public Relations, Capital Plaza. and Yellow bass are open

Conservation
Officers Are
Special Breed

By MIKE BRAN
Ledger & Times Sports
Unbelievable
sit
combined with the 1-2
punch of James Wells an
Howard led the Ca
.County Lakers to a re
.100-58 victory last nt
Sedalia.
It was the first game
. Lakers since their defe
Saturday night at Murra
And for the Laker fans
hopefully the first game
-new season."
After playing
basketball for the ft
weeks of the year. the
slipped in a uud-seasor
and hadn't been able to a
to the desired forni. B
last night's win, it seta
Calloway County has
found the combination
District Tournament t
Lakers should be at the
For Howard, it had
satisfying evening
Saturday, the 6-2 font
held to only six pp

Outdoor Lore

It is easy to be philosophical
today a representative of an
By Hope Carleton
Conservation officers are a about the pine tree because. no older race, time and place. This
special breed_of men. Instead of matter the variety or the in part, may account for the
sitting behind a desk, they species, there's something strange, disturbing emotion
brave rain and snow, sun and hauntmgly beautiful and majesmany often feel in the presence
heat as they go about their tic about it that even the most
of a pine -a sort of a subcon•
patrols, wending almost en- insensitive of persons can feel. scious race memory of another
dless hours protecting Ken- Its dark foliage silhouetted epoch long gone by.
turky's. wildlife. Conservation agamst 3 wintry sky Of outForesters say there are beofficers are servants of the lined against a snowy landscape tween
80 and 90 species of
'sportsmen and of the people in and the primordial sound of
pine, of which more than half
the communities where they' the wind playing a melody
grow in America. It is to be
live.
among its branches stirs the found from
the Arctic Circle to
This select group of about 120 imagination and
brings on a
the high altitudes of the tropmen is the backbone of the state strange,
hopeless nostalgia for a
ics, or as the Canadian poet,
Departnient of Fish and time
we know not when and
Robert Service, put it, "from
Wildlife Resources. They are
for a place we know not where,. empire of sea to empire of
not only a staunch law 1111!._,
snow.7._11. is considered the _
forcement group, they are
world's most important timber
.'pros" in fish and wildlife
tree arid before the day of steel
management, educators, and
hulls and steam engines, was inpublic relation specialists.
valuable to the ship building
These men serve you in a
wide and varied program of
industry. From the straight
services.
trunk, of the .piriF came masts
Farm pond 'stocking, as well
and spars and also other naval
as advice on weed control or
needs such as tar, pitch, and
other problems about your farm
turpentine.
pond, is one service -10y_ may _
But just as it is important to
perform.
mankind as a INK of utility,
If you desure to have a
In the splendor of this the pine has served as a tree of
wildlife habitat development magnificent tree, it is
as if God
healing. From it has conic
program started on your farm, was speaking to
man -Cif crea- drugs long used in the treatyou may contact your local tion
and destiny and man, ment Of many minor ailments.
officer who will, along with a being
limited in his methods of tip until just a lew years ago
game biologist, visit'your home
c kpression, tries but cannot
here in America, turpentine,
arid set up such a program for
effectively respond or answer. distilled from pine
and distribyou.
Ile Call only look and feel and
uted in a small flat bottle, was
Conservation officers are
try to vent his emotions regarded as
a specific for every active in the department's
through his art, his writings. t hing from
onservatictli education
i uminy-ache to
program,attending meetings in Juid his music.
pneumonia. Also in the
In less abstuct terms, den- opinion of one
schools and working with
old country
Kentucky youths. Every drologists say tlw pine is physician, the prompt applicaamong
the most ancient of tion of turpentine to minor
summer they escort conservation education members treas and was a contemporary
wounds probably prevented
from their respective areas to, Of those palms that flourished
thousands of deaths from
one of three camps operated by during the Devonian age sonic. tetanus and •littaid
poisoning.
the department.
370 million years ago. It is,
In all respects, the pine is a
Those who have sonie type 'of they add, because the pine and
magical, useful tree. A symbol
wildlife as pets or raise wikulife, other evergreens belong essen! of immortalit
y and a source of
for sonic reason or other, must tially ao this much earlier age,
- woe tic inspiration, it is no
have a pet iiaa propagation when the climate was far
dif- wonder that in its presence, as
pertnit and thar conservation ferent than 'if is today,
that Bayard Taylor wrote in his
officer is the man who will take they do not
shed their leaves-- "Spirit' of the Pine," "We feel
the 'necessary steps to-obtain tike
the- mote recent deciduous.-- that we have ever been and
such a permit.
t recs. Therefore the pine stands 'evermore shall be'"
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By MIKE BRANDON
`.1_urrity High. But last night
Howard had his shooting eye
',edger & Times Sportswriter
shooting back as he fired in 29 points had
Unbelievable
combined with the 1-2 scoring an excellent night on the
punch of James Wells and Greg boards.
Not only did Wells have a
Howard led the Calloway
_County takers to a resounding good night from under, but he
100-58. ,victory last night at was a deadly shot from outside.
Wells, who had a game-high 11
Sedalia.
It was the first game for the rebounds, had one of his most
Lakers since their defeat last potenroffensive games as he hit
Saturday night at Murray ligh. tor .32 points.
Sedalia picked. up a few
And for the Laker fans, it was
hopefully the first game of their breaks in the first period and
trailed only 12-8 midway
•'new season."
After playing ronsitent-- through the quarter. But then
basketball for the first six the I Akers'turned to the press
weeks of the year. the Lakers and the running game and by
slipped in a mid-season slump the end of the frame, Calloway
and hadn't been able to get back County had a 22-9 cushion.
Howard hit for the first four
to the desired form. But with
last night's win. it seems that points of the second quarter as
Calloway County has again the takers picked off the ball
found the combination and by twice in a row on the press. By
District Tournament time, the the time Wells hit a short
Lakers should be at their peak. Juniper at the 4:12-mark of the
For Howard, it had to be a stanza. the Lakers had a
satisfying evening. Last whopping 35-15 bulge.
Saturday , the 6-2 forward was
Calloway County outscored
held to only six points by Sedalia 10-4 in the closing
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minutes to take a 45-19 lead at
the half.
Howard paced the first half
scoring with 15 while, Wells
added 12.
In the third period, Howard
and Wells went wild. Howard
rationed home 14 points while
Wells poured in 13. There was
nothing Sedalia could do except
to shoot and try to get more
points. In the process, Calloway
Cotity Outscored the. Lions 3117 in the frame and the Lakers
carried a 76-36 bulge into the
final canto.
The only thing left which was
undecided was whether or not
the takers could hit the century
mark. But reserve Kenneth
Cleaver settled that at the 1:14
mark of the game as he hit on a
drive to give the takers a 100-52
lead.
For the game,Calloway hit on
41-66 tries from the floor for a
phenomonal .621 while the Lions
were 21-70 for a cold .399 clip
Shelton was the only other
Laker to hit double digits as he

to
tlie
itry
Jnor
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-om
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to feed from Willis with two and a
on Glenn Jackson sent Ballard's 26 edge, as turnovers began
half minutes left in regulation,
Tigers.
the
on
toll
their
Leo Henderson to the line -with take
give the Tigers a 63-60 lead, A
to
eight
an
Joe Resig cashed
six seconds showing. Henderson
stall tactic did not hold off
Tiger
oot
calmly ripped the cords to tie looter, Willis hit-from the 16-f
rs, however, as they
"Bombe
the
on
layed
Miller
Phil
mark, and
the ganie up at 66 apiece.
to tie the score at
back
battled
to
back
Danny Hudspeth had a wide lp as the Tigers battled
ion.
regulat
of
end
the
3:24
open layup with one second to within two, 34-32, with
ve rebounds played a
Defensi
pair
a
netted
Willis
ing.
go, but was fouled by Hen- remain
s to key role in the Tigers ability to
derson. Hudspeth failed to of free throws with 27 second
before stay with the much taller
convert either of his two shots, go to tie it up at 38 all,
s a nonibers, as Landutt, Wilts-andBomber
the
gave
nd
and the game went into over- Hammo
Hudspeth all pulled down ler
age.
two-point halftime advant
time.
.
The Tigers hit _16 of 36 from rebounds fur Murray
Lane cashed a pair of free
Bombers hie 12-17 -from
The
,
outside
from
mostly
field,
throws to start the three minute the
were able to the charity stripe, and Murray
period, and then put up another while the Bombers
were
16 of 29. High hit 18-28. The teams
hit
and
inside
get
points
four
field goal, but all
_
butuids. _with_ 31
on---re
even
from
,
mix
of
six
cashed
were matched by the Bombers. Murray
s hadBomber
the
and
apiece,
canned
With 40 seconds remaining in the line, while Ballard
one tieire turnover, 20-19
the overtime, Ballard's Greg eight of 11.
Joe liesig. sixth man on the
was
Powell
Hex
big
's
Ballard
Johnston went to the line for the
team, came in to pick up
Tiger
s
Bomber
bonus situation. Landoll pulled the difference for the
the slack when center Danny
16(11
in
put
he
as
half,
first
the
in
Johnas
d
down a key reboun
Hudspeth got into foul trouble
ston's shot fell off. The feed his 20 points.
Bob Toots praised Hesig,
Coacti
put
ely
downcourt resulted in d foul by ''Murray High complet
and added that the win was al
the
in
Powell
on
throttle
the
fifth,
his
,
Ballard's Rex Pow-ell
"
second half, as they switched to 'team victory
on Glenn Jackson.
will entertain
High
Murray
really
defense that
Jackson made one of his two a zone
Friday
next
l
Marshal
North
and
Henderson
.
shots, and the Tigers had the clicked
St'ORING
get
to
able
were
ond
Hation
lead with seven seconds
Murray High 1731-landolt
but were not the
Showing . Dean Willis netted a inside more,
17, Willis 16, Hudspeth 5, Lune
in
was
Powell
s
that
shooter
hot
pair of free throws with one
18, Jackson 11, Kew 4, Miller 2
half.
second left to put the game on the first
Ballard 1761-Haiimiond 14,
the
of
A long shot at the end
ice.
son -22, Powell 20,
Hender
gave the Bombers
Murray High jumped off to a third quarter
10, Powell 4.
rey
Hwilph
Murray
many
and
ge,
quick 12-4 lead in the first part a 52-Sled
on
Still
was
the ball
of the opening stanza. The fans thought
CAPTAINS USAF FRE
hands when the
FORCE ACADEMY
SIR
Bembers battled back to pull to the Bomber's
Senior Tom Blase
of the horn sounded. The official ruled col, AP
rebounds to opponents' 75.9 within four at the end
and
r,
howeve
the basket good,
of st Leuis Mo . is captain of
points and 36.3 rebounds. They frame, 24-20.
s had the lead.
the U S Air Force Academy
The Tigers started all-court the Bomber
have 513 percent of their field
Jackson got a beautiful basketball team
Glenn
and
game,
the
in
early
e
goal attempts and 66.5 percent pressur
the Bombers were slowed down
of their free throws
rably by the tactics.
have
conside
ors
Govern
The
averaged 96.3 points and 55.6 Murray High had three tur, and
rebounds to opponents' 80.3 novers in the first quarter
The
fuur.
had
s
They
Bomber
the
ds
reboun
43.0
and
points
1205 Chestnut Street
have hit 46.9 from the field and Tigers outrebounded Ballard 7-6
in the opening frame.
70.0 from the'line
Six straight points by the
Last week, Murray was
fourth in the nation in Bombers in the opening minutes
for your Drug, Prescription
rebounding and sixth in field of the second quarter gave the
and Sundry Needs
goal percentage Austin Peay ipsitors a two-point edge.
was second in team offense, George Landoll tied it up at 26
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.
sixth in average scoring all, but four points by Mike
margin, and sixth in reboun- Hammond, and two by Henaing
derson gave the-Bombers a 32-

By DAVID HILL
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Ray Lane, with four points in
overtiime, led the Murray High
Tigers as they outlasted the
Ballard Bomers 73-70 in
overtime here Friday night.
Lane scored 18 points, high
for the Tigers itilhe game, and
hit six of seven from the free
throw line.
Big George Landolt and Ikan
Willis were also hot for the
Tigers. as I.andolt pulled off key
rebounds and hit for 17 points,
and Willishad a sizzling night at
the charity stripe, hitting 8-8
and collecting 16 points.
Murray High had led 66-62
with 23 seconds left in
regulation play. after Lane had
meshed a pair of free throws,
but Ballard came back to pull to
within two with nine seconds
showing
\ questionable blocking foul

Racers Face Most
Critical Test Of
Season At APSU

'The most critical test of the
season faces Murray State's
Racers when they play Fly
Williams and Company tonight
at Austin Peay.
The Racers and Governors
are currently tied for second
place in the Ohio Valley Conference with 5-1 records.
Morehead. playing a nonconference foe this weekend,
leads the league with a 6-1
record, and Eastern Kentucky
is in .fourth place with a 5-2
slate.
Roth Murray and Austin Peay
had little trouble in winning
skirmishes Wednesday to
Saturday's big battle. Murray
bombed Culver-Stockton 94-67
and Austin Peay did in Samford
98-75. Murray's win was its fifth .
in a row. Austin Peay has won
seven straight. Both teams last .
lost at Morehead, Murray by six
points, Austin Peay by one.
Williams, Austin Peay's
super freshman, led the nation
in scoring last week with a 33.0
average and he's been largely
responsible for the Goys' surge
toward the top of the standings
in the ()VC this season. But the
Governors are far from a oneman team. Howard Jackson, an
all-conference player last
season, is back this year and
avereging in double figures as
is freshman Danny Odums.
Racer Coach Cal Luther calls
Williams "certainly one of the
finest players in America" and
the Governors "The quickest
defensive team ever to play in
the OVC."
The Racers, however, won't
be without weapons. Their
finest is Les Taylor, "Player of
the Year" in the league last
as be tips away this shot by Sedalia's Steve
season. Taylor is averaging M.9
100STORY OF THE GAME! James Wells goes aeariag
Sedalia
past
waltzed
rebounds as the Lakers
points and is one of the most
Dublin (401. Wells scored 32 points and hauled in 11
te players in the councomple
58.
try'. Mike Coleman is averaging
16.4, Marcelous Starks 154.
Darnell Adell 9.9, Steve Barrett
6.2, and Jesse Williams 5.7
As a team, the Racers have
averaged 83.6 points and 51.3

* SPECIAL FOR FEB. *.

76ers

Plain

Skirts
Sweaters
Mons

Sport

MI*

1
$
.
2
Coats

1

•

was
Z1 y -

put in 14 in a fine performance.
Mark Ferguson and Dan
Thompson each had six points
to round out the scoring for the
starters. Thompson, in a fine
board effort, pulled down 10
rebounds.
In the preliminary contest,
Calloway County romped to aui
easy 65-44, win over Sedalia.
Tuesday night the takers will
entertain the rugged Carlisle
ColnIty Comets. Calloway
County, now 15-5, has lost two
times to the Comets in three
outings.
22-237-3T-24-1-100
Calloway
9 10 17 22 -58
Sedalia
e 11s, 32,
Calloway I 100
Howard 29, Shelton 14,
Ferguson 6, Thompson 6,
Waters 4, Miller 2 and Cleaver
7.
Sedalia (58 i-Pitman 12,
Leech 8, Moore 11, McAlpin 11,
E. Cavitt 1, B Cavitt 2, Canter 2
and Dublin 11.

Special Lasts thru Feb. 28thi
* FREE Pickup and Delivery
h-Proofing
* FREE Storage and Mot

College Cleaners
1411 Olive Blvd.

Phone 753-3852

PHILADELPHIA (AP) The Philadelphia 76ers have acquired forward Don May from
the Atlanta Hawks "in return
for future consideration."
Don
Manager
General
DeJardin of the 76ers said
Thursday the future considerate:in could be money, a
draft choice or a player now a
member of his National
Basketball Association team,
which is 4-51 for the season.
To make room for May, the
76ers placed reserve forward
John Q. Trapp on waivers. .
_ SHIFTING TO HIALEAH
MIAMI. Fla tAPI - Secretariat, the winter book favorite
for the 1973 Kentucky Derby
earned $456,404 as a two-year
old in 1972 and will prepare for
73 stakes dates at Hialeah
Park
When Secretariat won the
Garden State Stakes at CherFy
Hill. N.J.. it marked the second
the
straight Garden State for
Meadow Stable and Jockey Bon
Turcotte. They won with Riva
went
Ridge in 1971 Itiva Ridge
arid
on to take the 1972 Dirby
the Belmont

SCOTT DRUG

-1111 BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY

ON NEW 1972 DATSUNS
510
2 Doors -

4 Doors - Station Wagons

We bought a warehouse full of New 1972 510
Datsuns ad we're passing the savings on to our
customers.

Buy ... BELOW DEALERS COST!
* All 1972 Models Must Go *
111/1. Also Have A Complete Line
of
:-

1973 MODELS

BATSON
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

MURRAY DATSUN,Inc.
* OPEN EVENINGS TILL 8:00 *

South 12th Street

Phone 753-7114

TIMES
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AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

Your In

Church Of Christ

ScetS Grave
11:00 cm
Worship SerYtCla
Evening worship
7:30p.M
University
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

E m manual Missionarsi'
morning Worship
11 em
7 70p.m.
Evening Wors,P0

Spring Creel
Morning worsnip
Evening Worship

West M rrrrr
10 SP• in
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
OP m
Union Grove '-161:50a.rn.
Morning yvor ship
Evening 9Vorship
6 30P ro•

Palestine United
1st
Worship Service 11 am
Sunday, 10 a m 3rd Sundey
Martins Chapel United
10 31311.M.
Sunday School
Worship Service
9 30a m.
South Pleasant Grove
10 4.5a m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7 00p nt
Good Shepherd United
11 001 rn
Worship Service
10 001 in
Sunday School

11 arrl
life.M.

Nerthsiette
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Imbue,sp.mpa
Morning Worship
Evening worship
7 30p.M.

Murray Church
Ida in
Sunday School
Ill in
Worship Service
Church
Grey.
LoCulit
II•in
Morning Worship
rpm
Evening WOrsriip

Pilot 111.•Mi51
11am
Morning Warship
7 30p in
Evening Worship

PWS:orsusrahchy:iipoiS(ScrS4rSiers::::cc:e1""

10 a in

Morning Worship

11 a rri

u

pon the shoulders of these mightt teen fell responsibility when
America needed guidance ".tuiracter is the trademark on each
lace Of course, they Par* hUmbile, profound men and IN.., words
the erecter) threads which had our DOMOCritir System Of
government together True Godliness turn statesmanship and
real Americanism is weiPial guar their bodges They wore firm.
America Those
steady feeders of the gre
ry on earth
Amencin• honor and claim
stalwarts provided
heirship to Thasaillatildneen of IMIA, visazin, and
PM are Washingtor
forbearance made our COuntry great
Lincoln, and Lae Then Ankancans be proud Attend
church and worship God Thank Him tor these Countenances
and for every blessing we have in f ree America

Miter Hardin United
Worship Service 10 CO a m
let & 2nd Sundays 11 00 • m
Ird 111. oh Sunday 130pm
lit & 3rd & erri Sunday

Sega. Creel
II a.m.
Morning worship
7 15 0-m•
Evening unrShp
Owens Chapel
Morning Worship
11:00AM
Evening Worship
5:30PM

_„.

1:11111

Locust Grove
11:00a m
7:00p.m.

.'
waymen Chapel
AME Church
Morning Services 10 4.5A.M

Triangle Inn
RESTAURANT / CAFETERIA
YOUR CHOICE-Have a seat A order or
clientris line a breakfast fs,,,,,be a

Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

••

rf-__tOP.

a

-Grecian Steak House

THE EXTRAOPOINARY BANK"
Member FDIC

4.64:ikmaa..

TOM ANDREWS

YOUR HOST

Chops Seafood Plates Sandwiches
Tue , Ribeye Steak
Specials mon . Sirloin Steak
Wed . Ground Sirloin Thurs Chicken Fri , Fish
No 17th Eat 641 Call in Orders to 753.4419

Ph. 753-5269

IINCWIITER

fhurthe
appern, 1

G InV_Ifli

may n

is

,

Boone's Incorporated
THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

Bel

Air Shopping Center

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

-

.,

CAPRI

"Every Day You Delay lets Bugs Have
Teter
1110 So. 13th St.

-,

end do
justify

KELLEY'S TERMITE a -PEST
CONTROL

Storey's Food Giant

GRAIN DIVISION

/

BERT, ALTON AND NED JONES

(Oct. 24
Re me
atte
atnti
little
-that
side. No
SAGITT
w (Nov. 23
No ob

m NT
. 11•
4thlusenienenanY Choice Foe Fine Prinhno
Murray, Ky

"

rr
urray Warehouse Corp. ,Inc. ,-

,--- ----....„„
("
ROSES \

COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work Free estimates_
101, 733,7150
Hwy. 641 S I Hate, Hwy 1

Seventh oay Adventill
10 CV a in
Sabbath Schott'
• 30 a in
Worship Service

_

Chestnut St.
733, 1215

So tint a Story
733-6435

Steaks

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

PuI
VIR
siG
v0
e
(Aug. 24 t
People
less ope
platsUc
he
keep
It may Is
will be w
LIBRA
( Sept. 24
New of
all shoul
question.
should
Beo
inves
Btipgia

Ow Mimi
imei /cleft*

1116

Those Who Take Time
To Listen

t
Uown,lonbgut

immanuei Lutheran
Sunday School
• 15a m
Morning Worglsio
10 304 in

Peoples Bank of. Murray, Ky.
5611 Mom
753-3231

Mee 753-5612

God Still Speaks To

70 en

/1• rn

SI John's Episcopal
Sunday School
10 Ida in
Morning Worship
• 30• in

Mayfield Hwy. 171

753 4953

•

ca.a.4a ,I* a

Wayne*"
WCW97i,P SIN V,CIPS

Mobile Nooto_Courts

753-2411

Put first things first!
Attend ChUrch

Jellovitti•s Witnesses
Walicrilower
10 30• m
• 30• in
Bible Lecture

Shady Oaks -

The .1. H. ChurchillFuneral Home

Use our

Sunday

W•Sit

CANCER
(June 22 t
Maintai
critical dis
do
while you
understan
LEO
July
Much
yc24 to
beneficial
time to do

Christian

Worship erIvice 10.00 a m Is?
Sunday-11 00•. m 3r0. Sunday Sunday School 11.00 a in. Is
Sunday-10.00 am 7hd . 3rd. S.
4th Sunday
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service 10 00 a in 3ncl.
Sunday II -00 a rn Afei Sunday
Sunday School 10 00 a in ist 3rd
1 1 00 a ,.,, Nul
4 ati., Sunday

7:111Ig r in
10170 A-M

aGmod 177?
"
CO
W

Liberty Cumberiemi
104 in
Sunday School
II a.m.
Worship Service
North Ptesant GrIPVG10•.M.
Sunday Schaal
11a rn.
Worship Ser vice
Oak Greve
10• M.
Sunday SchOol
Ill in .7 p.in
Worship SeryiceS
MOW,. Piesant
111 in
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
79 in
First Pretbitertalo
• 70 it m
Church School
Worship Service
10 45 •m

These Countenances

Sunday School

10 504.M.
6 p.M.

St Lee Catholic awes
Skondar mass e•on iloo11n,4:70
m
Sshorter mass
610 p.m.
Christian Science
Worship Ser vice
11•ris

Presbyterian

First Methodist
$ 451.10 50• m

Offe's Camp Ground
10 00. in
Worship Service

Salem Ilaiertsf
11 •Inn
Morning YY0r1h,t,
Worship
7 150 m
Evening

dam

experience
most profi
GEMINI
(May 22 to
Banking,
and some
have ups •
sticking to
tyourbes
he wat yyo

Of

*WNW IINSW•dost
Worsriip Services at II a in 1st &
3rd Sundays. 7 d in 2nd L 4in
Sundays
Lyme Greve
Worship Service at • 45 a rn 15t
II • m 2nd & alt'
Svhdalell.
8. 3rd
Sunday

Morn , no Worship
E yen ng Worship

11 a M.
60 m.

Other
Denominations

Worship See v.ceS liam.7 12m
Calvary Temple
10• rn

Morning WOrShiP
Sunday SchoOl
Worship

Evening Worship

501 M.
7p in.

tO 00•
II 00•4n.

Coldwater
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Ave ,pn
:a in

Ufuled. New Cencerd

Coldwater United
Worship Service II 00. m 1st &
2ncl Sunday /0 00• m 3rd & dh
Sunday SchoOl )0 00 a on 1st &
2nd Sunday • 1110 cm. SrdA an,
Sunday
Temple Pliff WON

Memorial Baptist
Morning Worryri,p
10 50a in
E . ening Worship
7 00p m

_ ...

mixed up"
and require
your mind e
TAURUS
scpe
lantot
eis
.2
lhA
aThvpr

30pm
11 a in

Morning
Evening

Faith Baptist

Friendship
Sunday SchOot
Morning worshi

aAls7:Heights
niw°rh'p
Evenngwrhp
svxykoi
M°r
:
Ewecnnpwp:sn.9
United. 311
Sunday School

K irlisoy /MOW
11:11.a.rri
Morning Worship
7 00p in
Evening Worship

morn.. worship

40a m. - SP in.

Second Street
Morning Worship
Eilning Worship.

Pentecostal

Independence United
1st & 3th Sundays
11 00a m
2nd & 4th Sundays
1.00 p.m

Grace Papua
Morning Worship
10 aSill.m
Evening Worship
7p.m

/Xi 30.1110116
3rd Sunda,

Seventh&
10
WorshiP Service
Evening Service
New Concord
Morning Service
10
Evening Worship
Plittiont Valley
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Nazarene

Bethel United
11:00a.m"
1st Sunday
7:00p.in
hi.cl& 6th SundayS
•
9:30a in
3rd Sunday

Pilifigar Springs
Moi-nng sonirsn,p
fl. in
• 10 pm
Evening W0r51e9

ARIES
Mar..sur21
sure
or
ec,
r t befo
oro
prd;

puma

Brooks Chapel United
7 00 P in
ltSundov
9 30a in
7nd Sunda y
in
11.001
&eh
3rd
Sundays

Hotel Baptist
114.M.
Morning Worship
7-30petv
Evening Worship

Look in th
your birthda
what your ou
to the stars

Green Plain
Morning worship
10 450 in
Evening Worsnip
/p m

Methodist
First Baptist
Morning Worship
10 65a in
E veninq Worship
5 OOP m

10 10• rn

Dec 22

There'
influen
parent
bother
it" Liv

7S3.1914

Konlake Marina
J. W. WILHAM•MGR.

Highest Cash Prices for Corn A Soybeans

Murray's Most Comp's.% DepartMent Store
753-717S
Central Shopping Center

HolMeS

Ellis, Mgr

E
Phone 753-4220

W

Residential Commercial . Farm - Building Lots and
Lake Property-Buying - Selling- Leasing

Outland, Supt

Main

315 W

Phone 733 7724

71‘ HOUSE BOAT RENTALS al.
Ky

Lake State

Ph 474-7211 Let 171

Park

I

SALE EVERY TUESDAY AY I P M

- PH

Gwrald Boyd -Owner
.Complete Automatic Transmission Seriettew
-Front End Alignment- Complete Tune-up & Repair Service-

733 3314

Hogs bought dAtly
WV

DODSON, OWNER

E

Edwin Cain Construction Co.

Sholar's Auto Repair

Murray Livestock Co.

209 So 7M

753.1731

COMMERCIAL

_

Carroll Tire Service

RESIDENTIAL

Wells Electric

YOUR UNI ROYAL TIRE DEALER
S

BUIldlnes

621 So 4th

A

,
t 105 Pogue ') Block E of S I 2th

Phone 753.1675

Phone 753 1451

.

I

Rudy Lovett Distributing so L 1 r"•-1 ekkitn
hammy mai
Co.

Lassiter & Frankhouser
Glass Company

Distributing Gulf Products,.
Commercial Residential-•iniiC
SOSIVV4 $am Si-..
mt----Original Equipment Auto Glass
•
______46._• 1.144•441.oral,
1102 Johnson Blvd
_
733-7117

Peck's Auto & Furniture
Upholstery

1100 Chestnut - Phone 753-8488
Lubie & Reba Parnsh, owners

MR

a MRS WM

A

•
P

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

alace Drive-In

Points

Phone 753 7992
1415 Main Street

Dunn Furniture, TV &
Appliance

A Chestnut

P"P9'rs P. Installation - Gas & SCM14,1
301 iv l!h
Phone 731 5169

Ward-Elkins
RCA VICTOR

, aa,,
&
a1 iI1...
It
a .
. 66: Hwy 94

4th St

401 M APit.

IS) 3751

Colonial House
Smorgasbord

Mrs Mona Purdom RN Admin
- A HOME OF DISTINCTION FOR THE
SENIOR CITIZEN -

A Choice Selection of Relishes Salads

JAS D CLOPTON

Meals

Vegetables and Dev.eits

Physician On Call At All Times
753 7109
1505 Stadium View Drive

Fast Service
Hwy lelt North

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

..,.

HEATING

Open Sundays
Phone 753 7700
-

SHEET kriETAt .' Alit CONDITIONING

ath at Che:.1/1,11

Phone 753 4631

Ph

Typewriters
Calculators
lis So 4th

Adding Machines and
1511/61

Taylor Motors, Inc.

Not God

-

"West Kentucky Transportation tenter"'
oh 11 Yourr Full Line Chrysler Corp
Dealer
753 1371
Poplar

JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS

. `....
'" - ...A,;ftiVielia eowta
,).

"Invites You To The Private
World Of Luxury Living At No
Evli a CostV S 641 North

HOW Building

"'Kentucky Lake Oi l Company

Ambassador Hornet,Matedor-Gremlin Jeep
Top Quality find Cars
Five Points
Phone 733 1441

Phone-307 733 3750

Mil
mir

Mayfield
247.14/7

Murray
753 1323

Calloway County Soil
Improvem•nt Association
SERVING FARM FAMILIES SINCE 1936

Lynhurst Resort

Tune-Up a Carburetor Service

Col. and Mrs 'themes
M

Repair & Welding

North 4th St.

Orewn-sio
Phone 436-1343 and 436.5376

Phone 753-8119

-.

MASSEY FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
..... - _ :
phone 7 S1 )3"
Industriat Roan

.
Highway 641 North

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home
6800

'
...„..J300XS
,

WANDA NANCE OWNER
753 6015

Wallaco's
' Book Store

t 4 I 3 Olive Blvd
-C4." 71",."-1":**4

•

The Beauty Box
'

BURGER
QUEEN

75) 7334

705 Chestnut

..

- --•

753 7974

Industrial Road

BEAL'S

-

Prayer Chanws
. Us,

N,,,,„„ai

753 6685

American
Motors
Cain & Treas Motor Sales

DIV

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

PARK RENTAL

r

..4111 .-

Susie's Cafe

SERVICE

Pool Office Equipment 8,. Supplies Stokes Tractor a Implement Co.
vl--naer, SALES SERVICE & RENTALS
r.
..,
--..- -:.- :\
x
-

Phone 733-1931

o
Phn.
/53 in 1

SALES

Close 17 00 p in

South T2th Street-Phone 753 9131

Phone 753 7997

I Mi E Murray

MAYTAG

FRIGIDAIRE

Open 6 00 a m

John D. Grogan Mobile Homes

MEMBER F 7 D
507 N

Fern Terrace Lodge

Murray. KY

lilt'

•

,,_
F- TD_y

"FOR AU YOUR FERTILIZER _NEEDS"

Claude Vaughn

Shirley Florist

Phone 753 1037

w

Phone 753 2202

641 Super Shell
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY

SPAGHETTI

75 cents Delivery on all Orders

Phone 733-8151

Chestnut

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

SALES AND SERVICE
Admral
i
& Whirlpool
its South I ith

507

piumb,„. Heating and Air Conditioning
ron.mercial and Itcsidenti•I - Sales 8. Sr r,
,i, i•

BOWLING AT ITS sEsr'.
Five

Air Conditioning HealingtornMerrial Refrigeration
SERVICE THQOUGH KNOWLEDGE

753 7094

P15

Call in Orders 7517101

Randy Thornton Service Co.

JONES, OWNERS

404 S ilth

PIZZA

"IT'S FINGER.
LICKIN' GOOD"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at ttth

Jack's Super Burger

Trenholm's Drive-In
HENNY PENNY CHICKEN

_ ..

/13-71.37

:

.
Tom's Pizza Parlor
753-6113

,o•-•

171
'
'

•-irdp,
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Winter Vacations Pose Problems For Drivers

PAGE SEVEN

your speed accordingly.
5. Increase distance between reduce
2. keep your windshield,
a
skid starts, steer in the
8.
If
CHICAGO—Some portions of
Give
.
s you and the car ahead
direction of the skid--steer left
our country don't have the snow windows and rear-view mirror
for
room
ample
lf
yourse
if the rear skids left; steer right
and winter sports that many of snow free and clear at all times.
Frances Drake
maneuvering or stopping if the if the rear skids right.
Frances Drake
.4\v
us enjoy; but every year, more Replace worn, streaking wiper
an
vehicle ahead makes
people from every part of the blades.
9. Buckle your seat belt and
unexpected stop or turn.
FOR SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1973
FOR MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 1973
winter
taking
are
country
brakes rapidly to shoulder harness every time
and tail lights
Pump
head
6.
Clear
3.
astute planning
ning,
reaso
y.
vacations in snow countr
Look in the section in which
Look in the section in which AQUARIUS
regularly A barely visible film slow down or stop; this you enter the car and be sure
advised. Bickering should be
Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
led
has
your birthday comes and find
n
your birthday comes and find
vatio
obser
This
on light lenses can decrease technique keeps wheels rolling your passengers buckle up as
avoided.
very what your outlook is, according
aspects,
Mixed
what your outlook is, according
Donald C. Lhotka, Manager of lighting power by as much as 25 and helps maintain steering well.
S
PISCE
favorable, in most part, for to the stars.
to the stars.
the National Safety Council's percent.
control.
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
10. Drive Defensively—traffic
following well-drawn plans and ARIES
t Traffic Department, to consider
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nounced that it will open a 50,000
thusiastic now. But you can
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square-foot Big K discount
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Your planets combine to hoist
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will be worth it
the flag of high progress and
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LIBRA
the new outlet will be located in able to make a deep, lasting
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 —
New offerings indicated. Not a shopping center under impression.
all should be accepted without development at the intersection SCORPIO
question. On the other hand, you of U.S. 31-E by-pass and Rogers (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
should not pass up any without Drive in Glaigow.
Better to have tried and not
•
Investigation.
The Glasgow store will open succeeded than not to have tried
_
SCORPIO
in 1974, and it is the 16th store at all. Yours is a do-it, and do-it(Oct. A to -Nov. 22) "10' AFIC; announced in the Company's well Sign, and that should
Remember details, small continuing expansion program, characterize your actions now.
attentions expected, then add Kuhn said. Fourteen Big K's
little niceties to make things will open this year, and two SAGITTARIUS
(kV
that much more on the plus have been announced thus far (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )
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for opening in 1974.
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Like It Is,
Was,and Will Be

ibing what press credibility is all about.
"Tell it like it is!" That's one way of descr
it will be.
Well, we tell it like it is... how it was...and how
all the
news reporting that cuts through all the rhetoric, and
ntal
In the pages of this newspaper, you'll find
rnme
gove
ical,
polit
tercharges that confuse the
partisan in-fighting, the charges and coun
diplomatic scenes.
straight
first political move you will find it here...the inforFrom yesterday's last hurrah to tomorrow's
ate
accur
make up your minds. Giving you reliable,
story without. slant so you,gpr readers, can
this newspaper is all about.
mation for that decision-milking process is what
s is our
state..,national and international chess move
the
hing
wAlc
And
ly.
local
d
on
guar
We're
.'
news cooperative, The Associated Press.
h for 125-years
largest news-gathering organization, whic
'We are a member of The AP,the world's
has been teiling it like it is.

At
Inspiring Program-Appoar4
Don't Miss This
MURRAY MIDDLE SCHOOL —.-
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Monday, Feb. 12, 1973,- 7:30 p.m.
-temperature will be approximately 85
Thermostat Will be turned back
Admission Is Free

to 70 degrees,

—

ity for 125 years
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MADISON, Wis.-Driving
accidents go up at a chilling
pace in winter 'because too
mapv people do not understand
TITUSVILLE:, Fla. iAP - only a water pistol and I the
relationship between the
Ann Marie Lynch quit profes- jumped him and held him until traction
their tires provide and
sional wrestling sevep years the guards came
their ability to get out of a tight
ago, but she came cidt of retire"I ain't afraid of no man."
situation, according to Prof.
ment to hand a burly burglar
A certified public accountant
Archie H. Easton, Director of
like he, husband, Mrs. Lynch
"a beating he'll never forget."
the Motor Vehicle Research
Mrs. Lynch, 36, and her hus- said it %as been a busy week.
Laboratory at the University of
band, Patrick, surprised the
On Monday night she pulled a
Wisconsin.
thief in their living room afttr man from a burning car.
Professor Easton said that
returning home late.
"It's kind of funny," she said.
skid
tests preformed annually
"The first time I can't beat a "But, then, I like to be active."
Safety Council's
woman, I'll quit," Mrs. Lynch
Mrs. Lynch, who wrestled as by. the National
quoted the 6-foot-2 intruder as Ann Marie Antonelh, said she Copuiuttee on Winter Driving
shouting when she grabbed for doesn't remember the record Hazards offer authoritative
him after he knocked her hus- she compiled in her 10 years as results that can help any driver
a erestler in Chicago and New cope more effectively with
band to the'floor
"Boy, was he surprised!" re- York. hut -1 won inure than I winter conditions.
called the 5-foot-6 Mrs. Lyr.
In Considering the -cunt"Patrick was hit in the stom"I wasn't ever famous or parative performance of difach. He has a Pacemaker and anything; but I was pretty ferent types of tires and traction
that guy could have killed hirn tough I
am "
aids on ice, Easton quoted these
It made me good and mad
findings:
"I pinned the guy and
-- Bias belted tires ( the type
knocked him good. His head hit
on most nee cars( provide a
the coffee table when I pinned
slight edge in braking and
him and there was blood all
traction on ice, as compared
over my white living room carNesting boxes of plastics
ith bias tires. And contrary to
pet. He finally got away, but and similar nonabsurbent
popular opinion, the stopping
the police ought to be able to
materials increase bird morand pulling ability of radial
spot him. His face was tore up tality and should be banned, a
real good."
Gres is slightly less than biasreport in a Swedish nature peFauna and Flora,
belted tires. But in cornering
Mrs. Lynch. who weighs riodical,
stated
ability,
tests indicate little
about 155 pounds, said her conHenrik Johansson. the audifference among the three
frontation with the burglar
thor, said he had examined
types of tires in the four
Tuesday night wasn't the first
3,550 nesting boxes in his disdomestic' brands tested.
time she foiled a would-be trict in central Swedefi in the
criminal
last 20 )ears and found that
-(1onventional snow tires
"I was in a bank in Chicago moisture naturally generated
without studs( are actually
one time when some guy tried
in all inhabited boxes made
slightly inferior in stowing
to hold it up," she said. "He the plastic walls weak and
ability on ice when compared-to
had this gun but I saw it was tended to kill entire broods.

regular tires. However, as their
name suggests, snow tires
perform better on loosely
where they
packed snow
produce 51 percent better
pulling or traction ability than
regular highway tires. On glare
ice, their traction ability is
about 28 percent better than
regular tires.
--Studded snow tires on rear
wheels where permitted)
reduce stopping distances on ice
by about 19 percent.
standbyold
The
reinforced tire chains-are still
best They' reduce braking
distances on ice by 50 percent,
They prodcqe from four to
seven times the pulling ability
of. conventional tires under
conditions from glare ice to
loose snow. Easton was quick to point out
that while these traction aids
improduce considerable
provements in both traction and
braking ability, they do not
improve cornering ability
appreciably when used on the
rear wheels only.

Bird lovers warned
of plastic boxes
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Winter Conditions Make Driving Worse

Lady Wrestler Takes
Care Of Burly Burglar

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

New York-Some of 180
Americans
million
are
protected by one or more forms
of private health insurance,
according to th Source Book of
Health Insurance Data.
The new edition, the 14th
published • by the Health In-

I WON'T 60 VNLE55 I CAN
IT AT TUE 14EAD TABLE

40XE MITE()
50 ftlfA5E
TIN TO COME

&

BLONDIE
Mara'

I ASSUME
040

THAT'S

44440iii.P L CAW 50TO
A STAG PARTY
urn.. iikk4 1er418•41-

surance Institute, contains the
latest figures on premiums,
benefits and extent of coverage
under private health insurance
along with information on
medical care costs, illness and
hospital utilization.
The Institute, maintained by
the nation's insurance companies as a central source of
information for the public on
health insurance, said the data
in the Source Book were
compiled from the reports of
insurance companies and other
health insuring plans, government agencies, and hospital and
medical associations
Key findings, reported in the
Source Book are
Of the 180 million people
with health insurance at the end
of 1471, nearly 81 million persons had major medical expense protection provided by
insurance companies under
which maximum benefits range
--

_
This is a four bedroom Nick plus study, family room with
fireplace, 2,-2 tile baths, walk in closets, double garage,
central heat and air, paved drive, city school bus stop in
front of house Price includes draperies, range and oven,
dishwasher, disposal. •
• litIlitlitalult**421114141414141******311111
- Give Loretta. Larry or Wayne a call at

Wilson Real Estate
Member of Multiple Listing
202S. 4th I across from Post Office
753-3263
Sales Personnel I residence Phones(
Loretta Jobs 753-6079
Larry Wright 753-6883
Wayne Wilson 753-6006
• ***********IWO**********
Homes for you in the City
NEAR ROBERTSON ELEMENTARY-Three bedroom
brick, two baths, family room with fireplace, kitchen
includes built in range and oven, dishwasher, garbage
disposal, refrigerator, carport, paved drive, patio on 200
foot deep lot that is fenced.

up to $20,000 or more.
-Under insurance company
group medical plans, employers
pay about 80 per cent of the total
coat of all plans, with employees
cootributing about 20 per cent.
--More than 70 million
workers have loss of income
protection that helps pay their
salary when they cannot work
due to illness of iroury
-In 1971, Americans spent 3.1
per cent of their disposable
income for health insurance
premiums
--Private
insuring
organizations in the United
States paid $19 billion in
benefits in 1971, three times the
amount paid in 1961
About one out of every
seven Americans was admitted
to a hospital in 1471
--In IVO, wage earners lost
294 million work days as a result
of some acute condition.

WEST OF UNIVERSITY-Three bedroom brick, Pre
baths, fireplace in living room, carpeted, paved drive.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK, lut baths. fireplace, 20 x 40
swururung pool with concrete walk and patio, near
shopping and school.
ACROSS FROM UNIVERSITY-Three bedroom two
baths, breakfast nook dining room,central heat, facilities
for an apartment with an inside entrance or an outside
entrance
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK,central heat and air, built ins
in kitchen, Three baths, full basement. courtyard,
SEVENTEEN CLOSETS.
Out of city
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK on lot 150 x 350 bordering city
limits, three baths,an eitnt kitchen for your teenagers or
your mother-in-law, living room with fireplace. dinmg
room, utility includes washer and dryer, ample storage.
CENTRAL HEAT AND AIR, Three bedroom brick,
sunken living room, two baths, carpeted, located in
Sherwood Forest.
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Opera star
Beverly Sills
has a
favorite
new role!
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;SPACIOUS ROOMS-one acre-loCtiiitir three bedrooms,
Under $12,000
carport plus garage, tile bath
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14 MILE FROM CITY -Four bedrooms, two baths,
carport, basement

National
Chairman
of the
March
of Dimes
Mothers'
March

THREE APARTMENTS plus opportunity for additional
ones in this ten room, with central heat with an upstairs
and a full size basement.
UNDER $7,000- Three bedrooms, living room, dining
room, carpeted, lot 142 x 200
FOUR BEDROOMS, two baths, central heat, apartment
in basement, SIX ACRES, acreage conducive to commercial and-or residential lots
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20 ACRES, pond, price includes mobile home
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20 ACRES, nice building site, northeast of Murray
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AVERAGE HOME sprayed for
$15.00. Six month guarantee. No
monthly contract required.
Superior Exterminating, Company. Phone 753-7266
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pump and pressure tank Good
condition. Phone 436-5508.
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RESTFUL VIEW
A Place to relax with large
trees framing a view of
[raki, The tbfee
nem-own m sonor y con
structed home complete with
two
baths,
screened
breezeway, air conditioned
and log burning fireplace
will entice vou to use this
beautiful
home.
for
recreational or retirement
living The property is right
on the lake and has ample
.,horeline to provide docking
area tor yOur boat The
Cypress Creek area (where
this home is located) is
famous tor bass and crappie
1 ,shing This gem like lake
home, garage, VVPII and
approximately one acre of
land can be yours to enjoy
more relaxed living for only
523,950 00
This property
offers the whole family
something- Dad a place to -4
t,sh or hike through the
adjacent woods, Mother it
house requiring a rinitliTUT
amount of care, for the
r hildreh an unlimited space
to play, and for the person
who is retiring, good neigh
hors who live there the year
around
JOHN C NEUBAUER
REAL ESTATE
208 So 4th Street
Murray, Kentucky
I Res 1753 7531
753 0101
Farm, care and
Retirement Property

BY OWNER spacious four
bedroom brick home in Whitnell
Estates. Gas heat and central air
conditioned, concrete rlrive,
landscaped, dead end street
Interested" Call 753-7309.
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UNDER $20,000--Four bedrooms, large kitchen includes
builton range and oven, draperies.
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"The only reasonable means this "feel" can best be
of reducing skid-wrecks is to developed by gently trying the
slow down sufficiently to brakes or using short bursts of
compensate for winter's ad- acceleration to find out if the
verse conditions," Professor tires slip or spin. If they do, the
Easton warned. "Regardless of driver must slow down and do
the type of traction aid used, at all maneuvering with a delicate
no time on snow or ice will the touch-on the steering wheel, on
resulting raction be near that of the accelerator, and on the
conventional tires on dry brake pedal.
"The driver who understands
pavement."
how to use the traction he acEaston,
a
nationally tually has available and
knows
recognized
accident
in- how to develop a 'feel', of the
vestigator and former chair- road
should have little trouble
man of NSC's Committee on with
the skid type of acCident,"
Winter Driving Hazards, is Professor
Easton concluded.
particularly concerned by "There's
no way a skid should
sharp increases in skidding be
used as an excuse for an
accidents in winter months.
accident if road conditions are
-Many drivers fail to
known!"
recognize the hazard when
changing from wet and dry
MELTING POT
pavement operation to snowSince 1945, 6.8 million mior ice-slick surfaces," he grants have come to the
reported. -The first thing a United States.
driver must do is to develop a
sense of 'feel' for the road
TV ADVERTISING
surface. He must constantly be
Australia is banning cigaaware of how much-- or how rette advertising on television
little -traction he actually has and radio, and instituting a
for maneuvering."
program to educate people
He continued to explain that about the dangers of sznokirig
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AUTOS FOR SALE

RS; ALSO furnished 1968 BUICK Electra. Above
BY OWNER; three bedroom TRAILE
in Murray Phone 753- average local car. Phone 753-6429
nt
apartme
- brick, two baths, living room,
February 7C after 5:30 p.m., or inquire at 1604
9957.
kitchen-den combination, built-in
F3P
Locust Drive.
cabinets including refrigerator
GARAGE
D
NISHE
UNFUR
and stove, built-in bookcases in
nt, two bedrooms, 1'2 1970 VOLKSWAGEN Beetle, light
living room, central heat and air, apartme
pets. Couples only. blue with black interior, four
No
baths.
ut,
througho
vinyl
and
new carpet
the right persons speed. Excellent condition.
to
e
Availabl
store room off carport, plus Sears
FS('
after 4.30
753-6945
Phone
81275.00. Phone 489-2471.
10'x12' store house, anchored on
F6P
pin
ate
Immedi
pad.
concrete
1970 VOLKSWAGEN, light blue
possession. Phone anytime a:owner. Good shape. $1250.00.
One
cep! between 4,30 Friday and FURNISHED' APARTMENTS, Phone
F5C
753-4015.
at
see
m
or
bathroo
5:30 Saturday, 753-9407,
living room, kitchen,
F with shower and bath. One or tw0_
1515 Kirkwood,
VOCKSWAGEN
bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartLow mileage, good
ment,South 16th Street, 753BRICK DUPLEX apartment
Best offer. Route
n.
conditio
February 27NC
from 6609
building, one block
Bethel Church Road, Box 414.F5P
University. Electric. heat, wall to
OM trailer, with 1964 OIDS'MOBILE 9 passenger
wall carpeting, panel walls, lots THREE BEDRO
bath. Garbage disposal, station wagon, power steering,
of closet space and built-in
air conditioner. power brakes .and air condressers. 75'x140'. Each apart- central heat,
Home Village. ditioning. Needs some work
Mobile
Located
ment has living room, bedroom,
days and 753-4743 $2543.00. Can be seen at 203 South
753-6168
Phone
shower.
with
bath
and
kitchen
F3C 11th,
STEC-4
,•••••••• 1-3
S
F3(
55
Well insulated with rockwool in nights.
fly 5,,u.sel Now. Sr...* .4
the ceiling, storm doors and
apartment and 1963 FORD van with 64 engine
windows. Good investment TWO BEDROOM
"CONSIDERING THE POWER SUPPLY
trader.
new. paint .job. Good
bedroom
two
wide
10'
NECESSARY?1
property for only $25,500.00.
F3C mechanical condition. $495.00. PROBLEMS, ARE THOSE RA
Including two electric table top Phone 753-5900.
1.5C
Phone 753-9290.
AUTOS FOR SALE
OR SALE
hot water heaters, 2 electric
Phone
land.
bean
soy
ACRES
100
electric
2
and
Stoves
F3C
500 p.m.
' TI'RESS AND box springs for
refrigerators. Also furnished 437-4364 after
tible bed. Phone 753-6074. FOC
with
tables
2
kitchen
4
beds,
with
three room
N
MODER
LARGE
0
8 chairs Now renting for 82,400.0
furnished. Couples
RABBITS. BREEDING age
per year. Shown by appointment apartment,
The
red with
qk
pets. Phone 753-7846 or
No
only.
bucks, from proven stock. Phone
753Jr.,
Pasco,
John
Phone
only.
•
F5C
F6C
and
753-1409.
)4011.
("radio
TFNC
7278.

wagen.

i3-3263

SERVICES
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itittorr--

Murray
"Coffee Break"
Service
OFFICE • SHOP • STATION
the modern,

fast, easy,
Let us show you
most economical, trouble free way to make
delicious brewed coffee
For
Demonstration
Call...
FOR SALE

Days 753-9135 =After 8:00 p.m. 753-4478
FOR SALE

0%
,„o"1963 Dodge 88
Aft
9-Passenger Station Wagon
Beige with automatic transmission, power steering,
power brakes and factors air conditioning.
The ideal inespensise second ear or fishing car. Stock
CI32

Kr5

("1971 Toyota Corollacoupe
17,400 miles.
Fire engine
has at least 3 speakers maybe more
$137500
Stock No. C289. . 4.94
PARKER FORD, Inc.
Phone 753-5273
Corner of 7th&,Main.

- No Plantbing-Nuded -

550"
El<
PARKER FORD, Inc.
Phone 753-5273
Corner of 7th & Main

I

WILL BABY-SIT e“.'nings ii iii)
home. Experienced. Can furnish
references. Phone 753-6686. F5C

Papering
Painting
Canvas
Ceiling Tile
COMPLETE HOME
REMODELING

•
CLOSE OUT sale on all-shoes in
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
FREE
over 1500 pairs to choose
y. No increase in stock,
ntique FURNISHED BASEMENT
FOUR BEDROOM
1 HONDA 750cc, excellent in Kentuck
range from 82.00 to
Prices
from.
ESTIMATE
Country Boy Stores,
brick, two level home. Very apartment, nice and clean, one
condition, with helmets Phone prices.
over 810.00.
9 miles from $10.00 pair, nothing
Surplus.
Army
F6P
with
room
family
e
entranc
paneled
large
489-2658
This is a complete stock turnover
bedroom, private
Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky
built-in cabinets, two baths, Couples)preferred. Utilities psi):
and everything must go. New
until
Sunday.
Open
164.
and
117
carpeted kitchen with ap- $65.00 per month. Phone 753brands and styles arriving soon.
,. cheap. 4:00pm.
disposal
753-0961
QUICK
FOR
F3C
pliances, ample storage, 2300 1739.FSi
SliOe Mart, 101 South' 13th Street.
rator, large
re
refrige
Frigidai
d
enclose
plus
F3C
square feet,
freezer compartment. Excellent THREE BEDROOM double- Phone 753-7337.
garage, ,.paved drive, patio,• THREE DOOR clean up shop, for
red with condition. Apartment
240-2,
WHA, IX) baby-sitting in my
DATSUN
1972
Mobile
Burs
NOTICE
wide, only $6595.00.
landscaped lot. New central rent immediately. Phone 753interior Low mileage. electric cook stove, Other Homes, South Belthne Highway, FORD FERGUSON tractor, late home, day or night Phone 753white
ESC
heat and air unit. Near shopping 4763.
FX7
Phone 753-5005 or 753-9&35 after household items too numerous to Paducah, Ky.. Phone 443-6150. F3C model. Has disc, plow and 0593.
MR. MCCUISTON'S hot tamales
cebter Phone 753F5C mention First come, first serve.
Excellent condition... .
mower
.
5:00p.m
per
February 5C FURNISHED THREE room are now selling for 81.50
F3C FEMALE 27 years old. M.S.U.
8731
Phone 53-7317 after 6,30 p.m. F3, 20"BOY'S bicycle, 5 speed. Pfione 436-5818.
F5P
Phone 753-3592.
apartment, couples only.Phone dozen,
graduate seeks employment.
NC
Phone Joe Kim Harmon, 1214
BY OWNER,1968 Dodge Monaco,
F5C
VF.D large shipment Husband in college. Area ,
LARGE BRICK Colonial on 42 753-6524.
JUST,kARRI
F3P
50,000
753-8677.
power_
vinyl top, air,
price. Dogwood Drive,
acres in Dukedom, '7 mile highof greeting cards of all kinds. resident, must have job. Has
Red miles. Excellent family car Very JAPANESE HOLLY,- '7
The
ATTENTION!
,
Nursery
Murray
to
way frontage, new 4" well. Write
out
Neu design. See at 1624 Olive'Or previous experience in public
Hurry
ONE BEDROOM furnished Geranium in Canton is moving good condition. Phone 492-8596
OVAL BRIADED rugs, varied
F3N(.' relations and -sales, but will
owner, Box 155, Dukedom,
Road while sale is good,
753-1712.
phone
Mayfield
ty.
universi
is
y'
the
F5C
inventor
near
Pi
to
nt
present
months
All
8
1.
apartme
March
after 8 00 p.m
F9P sizes and colors,
Tennessee 31326. February VC
83.00.
to
$1.00
accept any- reasonable em733-1345
10
Phone
are
$65.00 per month.
one-half price. Sale hours
years old. Moving, quick sale.
MAGNAVOX STEREO with tape ployment. Please call 753after 6:00 to 5 daily
21C
or
y
F3C
a.m.
Februar
9:00
before
753-7243.
Phone
INVESTMENT PROPERTY
1962 RAMBLER station wagon. 24' TRAVEL trailer. sleeps 8.
F3P
player. AM-FM radio, 8350.00 0741
F5C
p.m.
Good hunting and fishing car Excellent condition $4500 00, or
Two bedroom furnished house
F3C
4V-2651
Phone
THIRTY WEANING pigs,8 sows,
with living room. 'tactic% uulijy
for Runs good. Only $125.00. Phone 'still trade for large boat at same
JOE
PRITCHETT,
2 full blooded yorkshire boars, 1
room and bath, paneled walls TWO BEDROOM trailer, car- magistrate for District 1. March 492-8184
FS('
753-7482.
Phone
value.
heat,
haitipshire and duroc mixed. 12'x60' MOBILE home, all
electric heat, storm windows and peted 'throughout, electric
5C
Acres
436-2220 or 436-5454. F3C electric, fully furnished with
Green
Phone
Located
water
city
.
painted
NOTICE
newly
storm doors,
PELLET GUN. Phone 753Ext.
these extras; Hot Point washer
Street
16th
North
Court.
Large'lot 93'2'x14V. Now renting
F6NC
7329.
VA LOAINS,_Pc down payment for and drier_e_tIro door refrigerator,
-for 8100.00 per month. Priced for Phone 753-3043 or 762-2997, F5C
3
o-T-deluxe range-, air conditioned,
tl2years tto
on
qualified veteran.
pa
quick sale at 812,750.00. Including
753
Phone
almost
windows
with
storm
receiver
AM-FM
STEREO
and
4 beds, 2 chest of drawers, kit- EXCELLENT BUILDING for
F6P
8 track tape player, one pair of Clarks River Bridge on Beltline. 9335
chen table, with chairs, electric body or cleanup shop. Equipped
mile, one
Two Door Sedan
WILL KEEP one child in Ty.
. Bank financing on spot. Bill's
on
air
way
two
speakers
suspensi
ator.
refriger
• stove, electric
with five H.P air compressor,
South
_ESC
is
n,
a
3900
dark
It
than
one111-1141L
Less
conditio
car.
quality
it
e
Dumas,.
local
home_Ph
owner
Ficeoller
firstim
NG--OFMobile
THIN-KI
Shown by appointment only. natural gas. 4 electric doort.
one year old Phone 767-3.323 after Beltline Highway. Paducah, Ky., carpet' Then check our prices.
F5C
Phone John Pasco, Jr., 753Phone 753-30111,
F3C Hughes Paint Store, 401 Maple jERRY's REFINISHING &
TENC 443-6150.
9:00 p m
TFNC
7278
March 6C ('ustorn Built Furniture, 6 miles
Street.
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales,
FOUR BEDROOM house, large
base
brick
wheel
long
DODGE
1966
bedroom
Two
.
OWNER
BY
y, on the TWO BEDROOM 1957, 8'x40' Jerry McCoy. owner i 5021 492two story. On
Kentuck
room,
on
d,
recreati
Mayfiel
conGood
large
with
room,
camper.
truck
house with living
Phone 753-5273
TFC
trailers, niobtle home. Good condition. 8837.
water front. Ideal for
-dition. $650.00. Tennessee Benton Highway. Travel
kitchen, utility, bath. Has car- lakeway
,
753Phone
boys.
pickup ('amper, toppers. We also 8995 00. Air conditioner included.
college
,
with
svindows
black,
and
horse,
walking
lir
doors
storm
peting,
week or Phone 435-4492.
Fl3P
TV Towers
1"6P
papers. Two horse factory' made rent campers by the
nice neighborhood, close to 3263.
NOTH F TO CREDITOR
s
or 489Rotor,and Antenna
trailer. English riding saddle. weekend. Call 247-8187
schools Shown by appointment.
F'3C
At Wholesale Prices
ISHED TWO bedroom
a.m. to
1964 model,
800
from
R,
Phone
75.1-11.117
TRAILE
MONDAY'S
10'x55'
Phone days 753-4471 or after 6:00 UNFURN
J.M Venable. Dec'd
Olive Phone 7531623
at
house
ms.
bedroo
F5C
6:00
after
Two
LUNCH
or
75.3-8567
_
p.m.
1,
6:00
PLATE
TV Service Center
extra nice.
p.m 753-6444
Ernestine Venable, Rout)
F6C
F5C TWO BEDROOM mobile home carpet, electric heat, washer, air rCintrai Shopping Center
p.m.
$1.20
Adininistratri
Ky.,
Murray,
conair
clean,
- extra
Murray, KY.
TWO OR three bedroom house,
conditioned, underpinning. porch
Serv.ed from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
ditioning, electric heat, newly and step Phone 753-9941.
FR,,..
includes new dinette, patio and TWO BEDROOM trailer at Shady.
-3 MeatsCletus S. Robinson, Dec'd
57
redecorated _inside. Price
MUSIC
garage Also all fixtures new. Oaks Trailer Court, Number
FRESS ESTIMATE on septic
Meatloaf
Jessie Robinson, 805 Sha Wa
753F7C
Phone
month.
Phone 436-2448.
per
81100.00.
ion. Phone 753Phone 753-9288 or can be seen at 8100.00
Fried Pork Tenderloin
FLEETWOOD DOUBLE wide, tank installat
Murray, Ky., Executrix
F6P
TFC
F3P 9746.
7850.
1613 West Main.
gas
24'x60',
furnace,
central.
Roast 13elef
Music Lessons
iiSSURANCE: Homeowners,
Must
753Phone
sell,
bles$8600.00
I
-Vegeta
Mabel Sire&s Schulz, Dec'd
Professional teachers of
Farmowners and Mobile Homes.
ns;
YOU CAN still buy land for TRAILER SPACES-Mobile
Piano, organ, voice, guitar
7645.
F5C FOR. ALI, you additio
( 904 Olive s:
Charles T. Schulz
Whole White Potatoes,
-Low rates,' broad coverage.
accordion, drums and band
8130.00 an acre. 70 acres in Home Village, near university.
- residential or
ing.
remodel
r
CabExecuto
Beans,
Ky.,
Murray,
Fresh Lima
instruments J & 8 Music
Excellent claim service. Check AKC REGISTERED German commercial. New or old. Free
Calloway County, 78 acres in Water, sewer, garbage pick up
753Center, Murray, Ky
bage, Sliced Tomatoes
with us before you buy. Galloway shepherd puppies"- Also A.Q.II . A. estimates. Call 753-6123.
Marshall County. Owner leaving paid. Phone 753-3895 or 7537575
Sam Scott, Dec'd
F6C
INN
SITY
ce & Realty Agency. registered quarter horse stud
UNIVER
Insuran
3482.
F5C
TEC
898-7127.
Sharp
Phone
state.
Dorothy Wyatt, Route 2, Murra).
- Phone 753-5842. _ -February 7C set vice. Phone 753.0197. 7---- FIC/
RESTAURANT
OUS Free Parking for Customers. Ky., Administratrix
TUNING-Repairi
PIANO
NEW BRICK home, near new BEAUTIFUL SPACI
KE.1.1.Y'S TERMITE and Pest
ng. Prompt expert set- Tc() SPRINGING Jersey cows, FOUR NICE Angus heifers and 2
rebuildi
Carpeted Valarah Lee Apartments, South
school.
high
753-4421
phone 753-3914, 100 South
(*.intro!.
16th
&Olive
claims
having
All persons
2
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt three years old. Phone 753Average about
full
bulls.
stock
throughout, entrance Paoli, three 16th. Unfurnished, modern.
-Every day you
Street.
against said estates are notified
F3P 400 pounds. Phone 753-1348, Ugh
her.
, pianos for sate. Ben W; Dyer 6968
bedrooms, two baths, living bedroom. Carpeted, dishwas
have their
bugs
lets
delay
the
to
to
them
Au
present
'
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753F5C
with refrigerator, stove, garbage
nightly 753-9390.
TEC
room, family room
.
verified
way:
D
rs
WANTE
Executo
HELP
ministrator or
753-3863
Fa, TRAILER IN Murray. linc48',
8911.
fireplace, kitchen with built-in disposal, air conditioned.
be
to
according to law, same
F9C
two bedrooms, washing machine, 900 20 TRUCK tires, 1950
range, disposal, dishwasher, or 753-4974.
wiring.
: NEED extra money' presented to said Administrator PIANO TUNING and Repair, set and underpinned. Phone Chevrolet pickup, 1963 Chevrolet GEN ER AI, HOUSE
LADIES
attic
,
built-ins
with
room
utility
hours per or Executors in due course of Jerry Gain. 753-8712. Registered Mayfield 247-6107.
or rework. No job too
5
to
ion
3
F7C
Installat
work
to
Willing
cottage
door
d
four
t
furnishe
pickup, 1965 Chevrole
storage, patio, two Car garage. THREE ROOM
per lass
too small. Call .Jim for
craftsman Piano Technician
FMC ssith electric heat, and air con- day' Make 875.00 to $100.00
sedan.Clifford Garrison. 753-5429 big or
Phone 753-4567.
February
1973
Box
y,
Write
Februar
of
y.
day
1
This
. 436-2159.
necessar
estimate
TFC CLEAN CARPETS the save and after 4;00 jl.m.
Guild.
F5C
ditioning. Good neighborhood, week. Car
F3C
Marvin Harris, Clerk
Buchanan,Tenn.
<- 19N(.
safe way with Blue Lustre. Rent
THREE BEDROOM house two near university. Utilities paid. 193,
1TP
By Judith Ainley, D.C.
electric shampooer 81.00 Big K. 10's10' UMBRELLA Tent; enmiles east of Murray. Carpeted Couples only, no pets. Phone 753F3C closed luggage carrier. Pane
Belaire Shopping Center.
F6NC
Pianos -Organs
throughout, bbilt-in dishwasher, 1589.
SEAMI.ESS AI,UMINUM gutters
WANTED EXPRIENCED
F5C manufactured and installed by
See why more peopie buy
436-5503.
oven and surplus units, 1,2 baths,
for
s
operator
•
sewing machine
Wurlitzer than any other
If You,
,BEDROOM SUITE with springs
•
7 paved drive way, city watcr.
Atkins Gutter Installation,
Sales Service Rental
Piano
FOR LEASE
evening shift, 4:00 to 8:00. Please
a.m.
00
8
and mattress; two end and one FIVE SECOND litter yorkshire Murray, phone 753-8407 or 753between
purchase Practice piano and
75.3-8819
Phone
415
Corp.,
Glove
Sager
to
Miss
apply
studios J & B Music Center,
March 6C
F8P
coffee-table; couch and chair and eilts and 16 three month okl pigs. 8992.
and 8,00 p.m.
Murray, betMurray, Ky 753 7575
STORE BUILDING in Central South 4th Street,
F3C -Phone 436-2149.
753-3152.
Phone
['SC
lamps.
e
two
Phon
e
Pleas
-F3C
.
Shopping Center, 20'x100'. Phone ween 1.00 and 330p.m
WORK. trucking.
RU!.1
Your
Robert Humphreys, Owensboro,
fill dirt and
'air
Wry
gravel.
18000
bank
WESTINGIK)USE
HOME L/TE CHAIN saws. alsi)
683Kentucky )502) 684-5253 or _8
FARM FOR SALE
conditioner, boqght new, used Waldrop Saw and hock Shop. 207 topsoil. Phone liana. 354-8138.
I5e_AVON CAN brighten your lifeTEC
5:001)10.
8166 nites.
243. acres,- 6 miles west II
only 2 months. Phqne 753with extra cash you can earn as
February 20C or 354-8161 after
7th Street
Hale', Ky 3 miles west
F3C South
8334.
an Avon Representative. It's a
Crossland, Ky on the Tenn
JOHNS. REPAIR Service_
About
and Ky., State Line S room
great way to end meiney worriesWANT TO BUY '- •
bathroom,
JETLINER mo le home, Plumbing-eleetrical-roolmg and
with
:
hOuse,
Results
I2'x60'
If
No
in
products
trailer.
famous
our
selling
GOOD USED house
s all carpentry . Phork. 733-5897 days or
carport, 2 car garage, Grade
Aluminum Sheets Living room,'iiitchen. bedroom, two bjoomfl.s.
WANT TO BUY home with- (Our your spare time. Call: 44'3-3.366
C Milkbarn, Tool Shed and
e
Phon
entral
TFc
753-762.5 nights.
car
town
out buildings Lots of pulp
in
F3C
or five bedrooms, prefer
Collect.
tub and shower., Also air conLike
ng.
ti
timber, 5 17 acres tobacco
heat
cy
occupan
need
Would
.
for
62
'location
barns
8650.00
base with 4 tobacco
ditioner. Priced .at
appointment. EXPERIEN-C.ED- BABY-acres under new fence, 60
in June. Phone 75.3-7231 or 762quick sale. Phone 436-5403 or 436- new
753phone
p.m.,
5:00
Before
tland,
acres under old fence, Year
m.1-nm;in my- hOlne, any hours.
ESC
6341.
F31'
WANTED TO RENT
5425.
FS(' References furnished. Phone 753round water.supply for cattle
3786
Times
&
60 acres in permanent
Then
Ledger
The
*F6C
^
•
New well with
1)744.
pasture
KIRBY VACUUM. an upright
.'hd
.
.
watering trough for cattle,
p.m
5:30
After
three
or
two
-11i FOUND
LOST
103 N.
WANT TO RENT
lake of water stocked with
shag rug specialist that adjusts
Almost WILl. IX) any-kind of carpenter
tisk Reason for , sellingHf.kar
bedroom modern house in
Ky.
p.m.
6:30
all carpets. For sales and service
Until
work
diSable to
vicinity of Murray. References furnished.
in
iork, kw-ge or.small jobs. Phone
hound
FOX
LOST
eitea
after
nespert
Herbert .Underwood
phone ;67-6295 or 753-0359
March6('•
1916
753
Phone
and
Black
:
7955
•
Grocery
W1753urray,
's
32,•CLIW
Donelson
Ky
Route 1, Hazel,
Reply th 110:0. B0X.,
February 19C 53, )
5:00 p in.
Telephone 902-4176-11510
, F8P
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EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION BETWEEN
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
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Communion Set
At Methodist

(Continued from Page 1
Morton, Mark Miller, Sherri
Mohler, Tom Murdock, Brenda
Outland, Alene Paschall,
Glenda Roberts, Pamela
Roberts, Ralph Rogers. Joni
Tidwell, Rhonda Towery, Janet
Usrey, Jean Walker, Anthony
Webb. Kathy Wesson, Alison
Wilfred, Steve Williams, Susan
Williams, Teri Williams.

Church Sunday

MEN
ORKING

Freshman: Pat Adams,
Linda Avery, Becky Blackford,
Donna Boggess, Kathie Broach,
Sharon Buchanan, Kathy
Calhoun, Gera Cleaver, Regina
Cook, Margie Downey, Vanessa
Eickhoff, Teesa Erwin, Mike
▪
OIL
Farris, Rita Gibson, Sherry
Haley, Randy Herndon, Rida
WOMEN'S LIB GOES UNDERGROUND--Belying the telephone company sign, which isn't.
Hicks, Barry Josh. Judy exactly atop the times, is Mrs. Elaine Martin, a cable splicer for the Southwestern Bell Telephone
Kimbro, Don McCuiston, Co., on the job in Kansas City, Mo. The company siyaLlt. artively recruiting women for such outdoor
Teresa Moody, Melanie Nor- jobs.
wood. Kelvin Penick, Kim
(AP Wirephoto
Perkins, Barbara Pierce, Diane
Rhoades, Joe Pat Robertson,
Cindy Rogers, Peggy Rogers,
Bonnie Smith, Sandra Stark,
Kerry Stone, Donna Tabors. Joe
Taylor, Kathy Todd, Vicki
Weatherford.

Business traders

Feeding Of DES Illegal;
120 Days For Implants

1 Regular Services
Planned At First
Baptist On Sunday

SEMESTER
Seniors: Stacy Adams. Dale
Arnold, Carol Bailey, David
Research: Key To Health
Bonner, Gail Brittain, Gale
Broach, Sherry Bucy, Delores
Burton, Patty Campbell, Patty
Cooper. Danny Cossev, Kathy
Duncan.
Crowell. Annita
Linda Dunn, Marsha Ernstberger, Evie Erwin, Darrell
Gibson, Becky Gore, Susan
Hall, Debbie Miller, Shelia
on. to the behogical Karnei, Kathey Kelly, James
'Dunk about the birth control c% tn
pill and the polio vaccine Think understanding of man, there Jarrett. Rebecca Holt, Debbie
about genetic counselling and will be further temptation to Nance, Vick Humphrey, Janey
organ transplants What conies intervene in his behavior, his Kelso, Rosemary Lamb, Vicki
to nond is a mixture of reproduction, his learning, and Pat Iamb, Janet Newberry,
-widespread benefits as well as his health There will be more Randall Outland. Donna
serious legal and ethical issues. opportunities for hurnan bet- Poulson, Vicki Raspberry,
These scientific develop- terment and more possiblittes Paulette Ross, Bobby Rowland.
David Sans, Carolyn Smith.
ments are each part of a large to misuse. _
What social concerns are Thomas Smith, Sabrina Tucker,
phenomenon
the groo mg
involved" The preservation of Connie Underhill!, Daniel
social impact &progress in the
health. certainty, and the value Weather bee.,Bar bara Williford,
science of blot(*)
of human life When is life to Paula Wilson, Joyce WillIn the future, as scientists itdd begin, when allowed
to end, and chester, Vicki Workman. Sarah
Calhoun.
how well mamtamed"

LEXINGTON, KY.— (snout be used within 611 days of
Kentucky cattlemen
are slaughter.
reminded that the feeding of
Another alternative available
containing
rations
for those who feed heifer is
diethylstilbestrol I DES i is now
MGA This is a feed additive
violation
federal which acts as
a
of
a heat suppressor
regulations.
and growth promoter in heifers.
sThe ban on feeding DES to MGA must be withdrawn
48
meat animals became effective hours before slaughter,
Gay
on January 1," said Nelson Gay, emphasized. But
he added that
Extension beef cattle specialist it should
not be withdrawn
at the l'ruversity of Kentucky earlier than this because
heifers
College of Agriculture.. "Even will begin to come in heat
about
though some farmers may still three days after MGA
withhave feed on hand which con- drawal.
tains DES, giving this feed to
The UK specialist urged
animals is now illegal."
Livestock producers using
DES is a synthetic hormone • implants to make sure imwhich has been shown to im- plantations are
made soon
prove feedlot gains in cattle enough that the required
time
souse 12-15 percent and to Un- period will pass before
the
prove feed efficiency some 10 animals are sold for slaughter
percent. Last August feed He also stressed
the importance
manufacturers were barrierW _of_ following regulations
writ-bthe Food and Drug Ad- using feed additives.
Violations
ministration from adding DES of the law are likely
to result in
to their products However,
The respect for individual
Juniors: Phyllis Adams, farmers were allowed to con- tighter regulations and the
banning of more products for all
rights ritay also be re- Robert Allen. Debra Bonner,
exanuned. What are the rights Tim Belcher, Loretta Burkeen, tinue using supplies' of producers, he said.
of the patients who submit Co Lynette Burkeen, Rebecca prevtously-noundactured feed
experiments, the- genetically Burkeen, Yolanda Brown, containing DES until January 1
defective couples who want Danny Chadwick, Kenneth of this year. As of that-date, the
children. or the abnormally Cleaver. Cindy Compton, feeding of DES became illegal.
Gay pointed out that DES
violent patient who doesn't want Earlene Cooper, Joby Cooper,
implants can still be used by
treatment'
Beth Crabtree, Karen Crick,
beef producers. However, the
Against these and other social Jesse Darnell. Freda Duncan, FDA recently: enacted a
Funeral services for Mrs.
Duncan,
Krista
Erwin,
Janie
concerns must be weighed the
regulation which requires a tiara Belle Edrington were
Tim Erwin,
poseible.. henefits_ saL.__ the Lynn Erwin,
minimum of 120 days to elapse held this morning at ten o'clock
biological future a cure for eeientin Fannin, Paula Foy, between the implantation of s' itt the. ehapel of. the FtlaloceMelinda
Fulkerson,
Danny
disease, an end to malnutrition,
meat animal with DES and the Coleman Funeral Home with
a way to improve learning Futrell. Kim Gray, Julie slaughter of the animal.
Far- Dr. Samuel R.Dodson, Jr.,
t'ertamly these goals are worth Greenfield, Laurel Guy, Janet Iller5 selling animals
for officiating.
Herndon.
Amanda
Hart.
Vera
pursuing.
Hoke, Warren Hopkins, Greg slaughter may: be asked k
Interment was in the
Reaping the benefits without Howard, Suzette Hughes, certify that 120 days have
the hazards will mean an- Patricia Jones, Cathy Lamb, passed since the animals were Roselawn Cenwtery, Bardwell,
with the arrangements by the
swering difficult practical 4Senita I.atimer, Jennifer implanted, said Gay.
questions It will also Mean Lovett, ?Andra Morris, Pam
The UK specialist said cattle Blalock-Coleman Funeral
much more—there will have to Oglesby, Marion Outland, feeders have some other Home.
Mrs Edrington, age 90. died
be a new human etic, one in Brenda Overeeot, Randy alternatives available which
which the best of the sciences Redden. Johnny Renfroe, will produce results com- Thursday at 11115 p.m. at the
and the best of the humanities Barbara Rowland, Richard parable to DES. Two of these Convalescent Division of the
can be mutually reinforcing.
Scott, Terry Sheridan, Meleia are products which can be used Murray-Calloway County
In a few public agencies, and Spann, Juana Stockdale, as implants, Ralgro. and Hospital. She was the wife of
in some research centers such Jennifer Tabors, Malinda Synovex. Both .produce about Judge Ben P. Edrington who
as The Salk Institute in San Taylor, Tina Todd, Tommy the same improvement in gain died in 1950 and made her home
Diego, the work toward this end West, Randy Williams, Pamela and feed efficiency as DES, and in Bardwell until moving to
has begun Studies and action Wilson
Murray in 1950. She was a
both have fewer side effects
programs have been started
They are, however, somewhat member of the First Christian
that utilize the combined efforts
Sophomores: Shirley more expensive
Church, Bardwell. Her parents
of biologists, scholars in other Brandon, Karen Burkeen,
Regulations on the use of both were the late William and Mary
fields, and public leaders. But Patsy Burkeen, Vicky But- of these products also
exist, said Elegies
much more needs to be done terworth, Janet Byrely, Norita Gay. Ralgro implants may not
Survivors are two daughters,
The other sciences can only Cassity, Anita Chaney, Valerie be used within 65 days of Mrs. H. T. Waldrop of Murray
change how men use their Crabtree, Craig Dowdy, Kip slaughter and Synavex implants and Mrs. Et. C. Geibel of
environment. Biology can Dyer, I.arry Geib, Robert
Clearwater, - Fl.three
change what men are That's an Hargrove, James Mack Harris,
Edrington,
sons, ...I.
Cynthia Hart, Cheryl Jackson,
important difference.
Ridgecrest, Calif., B. P.
Jimmy Jarrett, Patsy NrC.
- F.elringlifin, Memphis, Tenn.,
Dale Mathis, Christine Mcand Ed Edrington, Mexico; nine
Cuiston, Dawn McCuiston,
grandchildren including Mrs.
Jimmy McCuiston, Sharon
The funeral for Mrs. Stephen C. Sanders and Mrs.
Mohler, Sherri Mohler, Denise
Crawford i Rubenai McNeely-Of Maurice Humphrey of Murray;
Morton, Brenda Outland,
Lynn Grove will be held Sunday eight great grandchildren inMartha Outland,
Alene at two p.m,
at the Sinking cluding Ann Griffin of Murray;
Paschall. Sabrinia -Riley,
Spring Baptist Church with one half-sister. Mrs. Helen
Glenda Sue Roberts, Pamela
Wahowski. of St. Louis, Mo.
"Time To Run—But Where?'
Rev. Ten-)' Sills officiating.
Robertson, Ralph Rogers,
will be the theme of the sermon
Interment
will
be
in
the
&dein
Renee Sledd, Leonard Stephens,
by Rev. Jerrell White, pastor of
with
the
Rhonda Towery, Janet Usrey, Cemetery
the Memorial Baptist Church,
Anthony Webb, Alison Wilfred, arrangements by the JR,
services
a.m.
1050
the
at
on
Churchill Funeral Home where
Susan Williams.
Sunday. February 4, at the
friends may call.
church. His scripture will be
Mrs. McNeely, age 65, (11.41
Freshmen: Pat Adams, Linda
from Mark 10:17.
Avery, Sandy Bibb, Becky Friday at 4.30 a.m, at the Parkview Hospital. Nashville, Tenn
Special music will be by Blackford, Donna Boggess,
lunch menu for the
She was a member of the
Tommy Wilkins and the choir. Kathie
Broach,
Sharon
Murrq City Schools for the
Sinking
Spring
Baptist
Church
Their number will be "Take It Buchanan, Greg Byars, Kathy
February 5 through
Calhoun, Gene Cleaver, Regina Born September 21, 1907, she week of
Tolle Lord In Prayer."
February 9 is as follows
Cook, Jimmy Cooper, Karen was the daughter Of Mrs
isubject to occasional changer
The observance of the Lord's Darnell,
Theresa Dover, Cathy Gladys Key Williams and Us
Supper will be at the seven p.m. Easley,
Monday---Hot dog and -bun,
late
Charlie
.1.
Williams.
Vanessa Eickhoff,"
services. Rev. White will be the Teesa
chili, carrot stick, cake, apSurvivors are her husband
Erwin, Mike Farris,
speaker and special music will Barba
Griffin, Sherry Haley, Crawford McNeely of - 1 •4• plesauce. milk.
be a solo by Allan McCutchen. Randy Herndon,
Tuesday—Beef Stew, Peanut
Rida Hicks, Grove: her Mother. Mt s
butter on crackers, celery stick,
Gladys . Williams of Murra y
Debbie
Hill,
Becky
Imes,
Kathy
Leonard Elzie, Alm° Route
.
peace half, bread and butter.
Mute Seven, three daughters
One, will be the deacon of the Jackson, Judy Kimbro, Martha
Mrs.
Carolyn
McCallon,
Diane McCuiston,
Burk of Calvert milk
week.
Wednesday—Turkey
and
Don McCuiston, Teresa Moody, City,_ Mrs. Juds Darnell es
elres.sing. green peas,cranberry
Sunday Sehoolsarbe. held at Melanie
Norwood,
Kim Farniipglon Route One,, and -4
'
9:40 a.m. with Hayden Rickman Perkins, Benny Hitttrign, Mee, Pattie Key of Murray salad, roll and putter.
Sondra
Route
Pogue. Diane Rhoades,.
as director. and Church
Sil; one son, Toni Mc- milk.
Thur;day—Hamburger on
Training will be at six p.m. with Joe Pat Robertson,
Cindy Neely of-Nashville, Tenn..- one
burs whole kernel corn, onion
Rogers, Lisa Rogers, Peggy sister, Mrs. Ruby'Mae Jones
Joe Pat Futrell as director.
of
Rogers, Sonnie Smith, Sandra .2 Murisair t!t'o- b!otPetrs
and picket, tomatoes, ice
--w
Vacation
Bible
School
The
cream, milk,
Stark, Kerry Stone, Donna Wilitotns of Murray
Ileute_
staff and teachers meeting will Tabors, Joe -Baylor, Cynthia Seven and Hilton
*
Williamsof
riday —Fish, slaw, pinta
be held at the church on Sunday Thornton, Kathy Todd. Vicki Lynn 4rove; nine
beans, chocolate cake, bread,.
at 5:30 p.m
Weatherford, Regina Windsor, children: ene
.
one great geandchild. milk.

Biological Research
Poses Social Issues

'Mission Possible' •
Is Sermon Subject
At First Christian

Rev. David Roos will speak on
"Mission Possible" at the 10 45
a m services on Sunday,
February 4, at the First
Christian Church This will be
the last In a series of sermons
from Nehemiah with his
scripture from Nehemiah 6:15)6
Dennis' laylor will be the
viorship leader and Howard
Boone and Alan Warner will be
the candle lighters Harlan
Hodges and Henry Holton will
be the elders
Deaconesses and deacons will
be Dr Clegg Austin. captain,
Armin Clark, Richard Cullom.
Mrs Richard Greer, Mike
Holton, Davy Hopkins. Oren
Hull, Bill Marvin, Dennis
Taylor, and Voris Wells.
Greeters will be Mrs. John
Quertermous, Miss Ellen
Quertermous, and Mr. and Mrs.
William Van Meter.
Special guests will be the
members of Kappa Delta
sorority at Murray State
University
The flowers on the communion table will be in memory
of Mrs Katherine Kirk by Mr.
and Mrs. Will H. Whitnell.
The Chi Rho's win Meet at
5:30 p.m. Sunday with Miss
Tress McCord.

Rev. White Gives
Campus Lights... Topic For Sunday
Continued from Page 1
At Memorial Church
Broadway -type musical
comedy, which Stinson says has
"A serious twist to it." will be
8:15. p.m.
Mail orders for the history
booklet or for tickets to
"Campus Lights," which sell
for 12 each, may be address to:
Richard W. Farrell, Chairman, Music Department,
Murray State University,
Murray, Kentucky, 42071.
Farrell, who said tickets may
also be purchased in the lobby
ot Lne Waterfield Student Union
Building on the campus emphasized that all seats are
reserved and that tickets should
be ordered earl:: to get the best
seats.
. IRRESCBOOL OPENINGS
Cooperative
Leo's
St.
Preschool is now accepting
applications for the spring
term. There are openings in the
4-year old group which meets
Monday - Wednesday- - Friday.
12:32:30. For information call
Nancy Adams 753-8115i or Lee
Baker (753-8732)

•

Edrington Rites
Held This Morning

Funeral For Mrs.
McNeeley Sunday

City School

Lunch Menu
lie

.6•6I

' Regular services will be held
at the First Baptist Church,
South 4th Street, Murray, on
Sunday, February 4, with Rev.
Richard E. Walker, minister,
speaking at both the 10:45 a.m.
and five p.m. services.
Special music for the morning
service will be by the Adult
Choir, directed by W. Rudolph
Howard, minister of 17111S1C
They will sing "Lead Me Lord"
and
-Standing 'On
the
Promises." Mrs. John Bowker
is organist and 'Mrs. J. D.
Rayburn is pianist.

_

The First United Methodist
Church will celebrate Holy
Communion at both the 8:45 and
10:50 a.m. services on Sunday,
February: 4.
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson:4e.,
minister of the church, will be
speaking on the subject,
"Realizing The Presence" at
both services.
The Junior High Methodist
Youth Fellowship will meet at
the church at 1:30 p.m. Sunday
to go to Benton for a skating
party.
Mentbers of the Senior MYf
have been invited to the home of
Mr. and Mrs James Garrison,
303 Oakdale, for a supper from
six to eight p.m.
On Tuesday the United
Methodist Wonwn will meet at
ten a.m. at the church with Rev.
John Jones, pastor- of the
Kirksey Church. speaking on
the subject, •'God Loves Us—Do
Believe That?" The executive
committee will meet at nine
a.m. in the junior high room and
a coffee will be held at 9:30 a m.
in the church parlor. A nursery
will be provided.
The Administrative Beard
will meet at the scoical hall at
6:30 p.m. on Wednesday,
February 7.

„lames Rogers. deacon of the
week, will be assisting in the
-morning services. He is director
of auxiliary services at Murray
State University and is serving
his third term as deacon for the
church Be has served as
general
Sunday
School
superintendent,
Department
Sunday School superintendent,
and as church clerk He is
married to the former Naomi
Broach and they reside at 207
North 16th treet, Murray, with
their two daughters, Gayle and
Kathy Roggers.
At the five p m service the
ordinance of baptism will be
observed. Special music by the
Adult Choir will be "It Pays To
Serve Jesus" and "Jesus Is the
Sweetest Name I Know."
The study of "Galations:

Freedom Through Christ will
continue at 6:15 p.m_ on Sunday.

BAIR BABE—life of refugee
starts young for this small
Cambodian girl fleeing from
fighting south of Phnom. Penh
along with her peasant family.
Al' et irtiphoto %tit cable from
London

itiertittirCtnterence
Planned At Louisville
Several key topics relating to
successful ca,ttle feeding
operations will be discussed at
the conference being held in
conjunction with the 1973
Louisville Steer Shon, according to Kentucky Commissioner of Agriculture
Wendell P. Butler.
The steer show will open on
Monday. February 26, with the
beef cattle feeders conference
to be held on Wednesday.
February 28, Both the show
and c.onference will be held at
the Bourbon Stockyards.
The conference will open at 10
a.m. with welcoming remarks
by
Cominissioner Butler.
Following this, Dr. Nelson Gay,
University of Kentucky Extension beef specialist, will
serve as chairman of a session
on "What Determines Profit in
Cattle Feeding?" Topics on the
morning session will Include
SEffect of Environment and
Stress" by Dr. H. I.. Self, Iowa
State University: "Effect of
Nutrition" by Dr. R. 1.. Preston,
Ohio State University; and
"Effect et Genetics-'
4 by Dr. WI.. Bre Dahl, University of
Kentucky.
Following • lunch, Larry
Giddcurn, manager of Reelfoot
Packing. Company Feedlot,
Union City. Tenn., will offer
some observations from the
packers standpoint. Steve
Callahan, University of Kentucky Extension marketing
specialist, will discuss the
availability and cost of feed and
feeders as the concluding report
of the afternoon.
The confernece will be
climaxed with an exhibitors and
awards banquet that evening. It
o ill be held at the Rivermont
Holiday Inn. at 1-71 and Zorn
Avenue, beginning at 6:30 pin
'Dr. I.. M. Cropsy. Prefilter
Breeding Service, Goldee, col.„
wilt be the speaker.
ss• All of the awards from the onfoot show will be, presented-'at
Use banquet., Tietets will be

available at the show and at the
conference
Commenting on the show.
Commissioner, Butler said that
he is expecting another successful event.
"The beef cattle industry is
enjoying a dynamic period, and
I feel this optimism is going to
be reflected in our show, and
conference as well as future
beef cattle events:' Butler said.
Entries for the show will be
received at the Bourbon
Stockyards
on
Monday.
February 26. Judging of the
singles will be held Tuesday
morning, with grows and loads
to be judged in the afternoon.
A maximum of 75 animals
will be consigned to the carcass
show. All first and second place
animals in each singles class
will automatically be entered in
the carcass competition, with
the judge having the perogative
of selecting the next six consecutive animals for the carcase show.
Animals not consigned to the
carcass show will be sold
Tuesday evening, starting at
7:00 in the Bourbon Stockyards'
sale arena.
Febrtiary 15 is the final day on
which entries can be made for
the Louisville .Steer Show.
Persons wanting entry forms or
additional information about
the show or conference should
contact the Division of Shows
and Fairs, Kentucky' Department of Agriculture. Palaza
Tower, Frankfort, Ky. 40601. or
Dr. Nelson Gay, Department of
Ahitnal Science, University of
Kentucky, Lexington 40506.
They can also contact the
Bourbon Stockyards, Louisville.

TRAGIC ,STATLSTICS
Heart and.liliaaLuessel
eities are responsible for
54
cent -of all deatts in the
'Urked States, according
to
the earl Association.

People,Movers
Help To Bypass
The Car Crush
Cars are •crushing our cities
and fouling our air. Now new
-people movers" are bypassing
the crush.
The single automobile takes
up a lot of space, gives off a
cloud of pollution, and carries
only 1.3 people during rush
hours. One way to make out
car-sick cities healthier is funds
to support mass transit. Other
types of transit are getting off
the drawing boards, too.
One intriguing, "people
mover," which is personal as
well 44 pollution-free, is on the
tracks and being tested- This
year
traffic-clogged:
in
Morgantown, West Virginia.
Goverrunent-sponsored demonmodel
strations of the
have already been successful
Moving electrically on tracks.
small eight-seat cars operate on
demand like a horizontal
elevator. The rubber-tired cars
have huge picture windows on
all sides and eight contoured
seats There is also room for 13
standees to cling to poles.
,
With demonstration models,
engineers have been on board to
man a safety brake called a
"chicken switch." But in
regular operation, there will be
no crewmen aboard the cars. •
Every thing will be handled by a
computer at a central station
and by an engineer there.
Although the cars will move
at a rate of 20 to 30 miles per
hour, experts say they will cut
down one hour's traveling time
in the congested city to five
minutes. The difference is that
the "people movers" have no
traffic to contend with on their
own tracks.
Maybe traveling in the cities
can be fun again. Or at least
pollution-free. But there's a
long way to go yet. Leave your
car at home whenever you can
and to join the fight against au
pollution contact your Kentucky
Tuberculosis and Respirator!'
Disease Association. It's a
matter of life and breetts

Green Plants
Are Friends
That--Help Us
Green plants and trees artfriends of life, quietly giving off
the gaol oxygen. Siliinefriends
we should get to know better.
Survival is a delicate balance
for trees, just as it is for all
living things. !Ake people trees
need enough air and water to
survive. They: do not have lungs
for breathing, but there must be
an exchange of oxygen and
carbon dioxide in the leaves as
well as in the roots. Anything
that disrupts that exchange kills
the tree.
Water-legged
soil,
for
example, blocks off the tree's
oxygen supply and drowns it.
There is not enough air in
water-logged soil, and most
trees grow best When a fifth- of
the soil volume is filled s Oh air
The best growth conditions are
when water loss through the
leaves is offset by water uptake
through the roots. Just how the
water rises up through the trunk
against the tremendous forte .4
gravity is one more of a tree's
incredible triumphs.
Curiously enough, the very
center of a living tree—its core
which is sometimes called
heartwoo,1 is dead. The cellsgrow around this dead core, and
the rings of growth tell the
tree's age. The cells survive on
the sugar made by the tree's
leaves. minerals taken up front
the soil, and tremendous
amounts of water. When conditions are right some trees can
live for, three to four thousand
years and grow as high as a 40.
story skyscarper.
Recent studies of trees. shoo
that air pollution is stunting
their growth 'and upsetting the
delicate balance. Air pollution
is also damagin -huinan Tungi.
Fighting air pollution and
helping living things survive is
one goal, of yeur Kentucky:
Tuberculosis and . Respiratory
Disease Association. Contitet them and make friends with
life.

s FREAK -ACCIDENT
John Devlin, a 3-year -old
Giaseow: &salami.'boy was
lulled laysioerigarette-vending
iitaehme wine*felion him as
he played outside a store
ii hile his mother shopped insole._
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